SAN DAMIANO
RETREAT
Thursday, August 8, 2002

1500 34t~ Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601-3092
Dearl

and Provincial Definitors,

Throughout my six years as Program Administrator here at San
Retreat, I have often been
Throughout these years, I have
asked to perform duties: in the absences of our director.
description, but it has been voiced publicly,
served in this
because, not only is it part
that whenever’
is not on site I assume "next in command" leadership of the’ retreat house.
As Guardian, Fr. Barry Brunsman, provides oversight of all of the Friars who reside here. There is a
clear understanding that the Friary is distinct from the retreat house operations a.nd leadership,
It is my understanding that Ft. Mario has been assigned here to provide care for Fr. Emmanuel, and now
recently, Fr. Sebastian. I know there are others reasons for Fr. Mario’s assignment here, though my
understanding is limited and I have come to realiZ~ that you may wish to .keep these reasons confidential
and only for Friars’ consideration. Staff, covenant members and volunteers are unaware of the
psychological needs and limitations which affect Fr. Mafio; and without clear disclosure of the
acceptable behaviors and activities within which Fr. Mario is expected to function, misunderstandings,
injury and harm are resulting. And because of these factors, Fr. Mafio can, and has had interactions,
which are inappropriate, abusive, divisive and unhealthy, especially when he involves himself in the
activities of the retreat center.
In the.past few years there have been incidents clearly indicating that Ft, Mario has acted without using
good judgment, resulting in damage to property (cars) and the Retreat Center (the front entrance), and
might possibly have been far more damaging to the individuals involved. I have discussed the consistent
nature of these incidents from time to time with both
and Ft. Barry, each assuring me that these
were "internal" issues and best handled by the Friars clear that whenever~ and Fr. Barry are
away, Fr. Mario seems to take advantage of the opportunity to venture into locations and take action in
behaviors he would not otherwise consider if either one of them were on site.
Another incident recently occurred and because there will be an extended period of time in the near
be in Europe (September 5¢ through November10th), I feel compelled to bring
future when1
the following to your attention. I should also mention that due to the extensive ministerial demands Fr.
Barry provides apart from San Damiano, there are significant times when Fr. Barry is not present as
well.
On Thursday, August 1, 2002, one of our newly assigned Covenant Members, John Bednger, severely
injured his hand, severing fingers, while working in our shop on a table saw. ~ was in Oakland
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providing spiritual direction at the time of this accident, and in his absence, I became the "on-site"
director, as per our protocol, Fr. Barry was away on vacation.
The accident (see "anecdotal notes" outlined on accompanying page) was handled in an expedient
manner with our staff calling 911 and then local Emergency Medical Technicians arriving quickly
care for John and get him safely to the nearest hospital.
During the time of this accident, another incident occurred which involved Fr. Mario, and in my
estimation is yet another example of inappropriate behavior, especially in the midst of an emergency
situation; another example of Fr. Mario being unable to take leadership and direction from others,
especially women; and yet another example of the misunderstandings created when staff, covenant
members, and Friars alike, are unclear as to the acceptable actions and functions in which Ft. Mario may
and may not be engaged.
With this most recent incident in mind, as well as the extended period in which ~ will be away, (as
well as Fr. Barry’s outside commitments), I question whether Fr. Mario is capable of living within the
guidelines and under the leadership I am asked to provide. My desire to ensure the safety of staff,
covenant members, volunteers, retreatants and Friars alike, is my concern. It is with these considerations
that I offer the following proposals, one of which be in place prior to September 5, 2002:
¯ an alternate 16cation for Fr. Mario be found for the above dates.
¯ a permane.nt location be found for Fr. Mario which is site specific for the psychiatric .conditions
for which he may be diagnosed.
¯ a Friar or layperson with retreat director experience, be
to San Damiano during the
above dates, who will function as the Interim Director in
absence.
I do realize that the recommendations I have proposed have consequent reactions for other Friars at this
location, and in no way wish to create hardships for them. However, it is Fr. Mario’s actions, which I
question, and wonder for the safety of everyone concerned, whether San Damiano is an appropriate
placement for him. Should one of these proposals not be in place prior to l
departure, I cannot
assume the duties of "on-site" or Interim Director. I trust that the gravity this situation is clear and that
appropriate actions be taken swiftly for everyone involved.
With weace and all good,
Victoria S. MadDonald, MA
Program Administrator

~ Brunsman,OFM
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Anecdotal Note of events occurring on Thursday, August 1, 2002:
John E came into my office mid-morning and said, "Victoria, you are a nurse aren’t you?"
I said, "’Yes."
He stated that John B. had just had an accident in the shop with the electric saw severing his
fingers.
I rushed into the kitchen to find John B. sitting at the table near the ice machine with his left
hand in a large jar of ice; Judy was on the phone talking with the 911 personnel who were
relaying actions to be taken to care for John.
Judy began relaying instructions to me, which I followed. I also instructed John B. in breathing
slowly, calmly, and evenly. His color was ashen and he appeared to be in shock.
As I was trying to keep John calm and focused on his breathing, Mario came walking up to the
kitchen table and began asking John, "What’s happening?"
I quietly said, "Mario, not now."
Judy, seeing that Mario became upset at this, followed him toward the kitchen back door and
explained to him that John was in shock and couldn’t talk at this time.
Because I was focused on caring for John, I did not hear the conversation that followed:
Mario began to talk in a strong and loud voice that he had a right to see John as his
friend, and that he shouldn’t be kept from giving comfort.to him. Judy said again, "I
understand that, Mario, but John just can’t talk right now."
Then Mario said, "Well I’m upset. And you can tell Victoria how I feel,"
Judy said, "I’m sorry Mario."
Mario said, "You Women!"
The EMT’s arrived and I began to assist them in observation and treatment of John B’s hand.
Helen, John’s wife, wanted to go with John to San Ramon Regional Medical Center, and the
EMT suggested Helen follow in her car. I asked Wayne to drive Helen there, which he did. I was
concerned about John F. who had witnessed the accident, so I went to talk with him briefly.
It was about ten minutes later, when I arrived back in my office.
I was heading toward my chair, and was just sitting down, when I heard someone following
behind me.
Turning around, I was face to face with Mario. who was shaking his finger at me and yelling
loudly, "’Don’t you EVER do that to me again~" Repeating it again and again very loudly. His
voice could be heard throughout the administrative and lobby areas.
Standing up from my chair, I attempted to speak, "Mario, I am not going to talk with you when
you are talking in this way. Get out of my office. We will talk when you can be more
appropriate."
Continuing his yelling, Mario at first, took a step or two, and looked like he was going to leave
my-office, but then turned around and said, "Well, I want to discuss this now, " and began
yelling even louder.
I again told him, I would not talk with him when he was yelling. He was not to raise his voice to
me in this manner .and he needed to get out of my office now..Whereupon Mario began yelling
louder still, "You have no right to keep me from seeing my friend, John. You think you are so
high and mighty around here, and that you can tell everyone what to do... You think you’re God!
Well, you’re not!"
(He said others things but it is difficult to recall his exact words. I was absolutely silent at this
point, and with that, Mario turned and walked out of my office toward the lobby.) OFM CIMM 1
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INDEMNITY AGREEMENT

THIS INDEMNITY AGREEMENT, made and entered into this ~ th day of
, 2003 ("Agreement"), by and between the Franciscan Friars of California
("Franciscans") and The Roman Catholic Bishop of Oakland, a California corporation sole
("Corporation Sole").
.’
RECITAL

One of the Franciseans’ priests, Father Mario Cimman’usti, O.F.M. ("Father
Cimmarrusti"), has been removed from ministry since 1994. Father Cimmarrusti has undergone
therapeutic evaluation for sexual offenders and is in a therapeutic relapse prevention program
supervised by the Franciscans’ Independent Response Team. Fr. Cimmarrusti is in a residence at
the San Damiano Retreat House in Danville, Californial
NOW THEREFOPO3, in consideration of the mutual promises in this Agreement, and
intending to be legally bound, the Franciseans and Corporation Sole do hereby covenant and
agree as follows:
Section 1. lndetnnification. The Franciscans shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless
Corporation Sole and its affiliates, and their respective members, trustees, directors, officers,
employees, contractors, agents and successors and assigns (collectively, "lndemnitees,), to the
fullest extent permitted by governing law for liability arising out of the acts or failure to act of
Father Cimmarrusti from this date forward. Without in any way diminishing the scope of the
indemnification provided by this Section 1, the Franciscans will indemnify Indemnitees if and
whenever any of the Indemnitees is involved in any manner (including, without limitation, as a
party or as a witness) in any threatened, pending or completed Proceeding to the extent such
proceeding arises out of the acts or failure to act of Father Cimmarrusti from this date forward.
The Franciscans’ indemnity of Indemnitees shall include all Expenses and Liabilities actually.
and reasonably incurred by any of the Inderrmitees or on their behalf.in con~ection with the
investigation, defense, settlement or appeal of any Proceeding. It is intended that Indemnitees
shall be paid promptly by the Franciscans all amounts necessary to effectuate the foregoing
indemnity in full.
Section 2. Duration and Scope of Agreement; Binding Effect. This Agreement shall
continue so long as any of.the Indernnitees shall be subject to any possible Proceeding by reason
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of any act or omission of Father Cimmarrusti occurring after the execution of this .Agreement.
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Franciscans and its successors and assigns and shall
inure to the benefit of Indenmitees and their respective successors and assigns and other legal
representatives.
Section 3. Definitions. For purposes of this Agreement:

(a) "’Expenses" shall include all direct and indirect costs (including, without limitation,
attorneys’ fees and costs, retainers, court costs, transcripts, fees of experts, witness fees, travel
expenses, duplicating costs, printing and binding costs, telephone charges, postage, delivery
service fees, all other disbursements or out-of-pocket expenses for which it is otherwise not
compensated by the Franciscans or any third party) actually and reasgnably incurred in
connection with either the investigation, defense, settlement or appeal of a Proceeding or
establishing or enforcing a right to indemnification under this Agreement, applicable law or
otherwise.
(b) "Liabilities" shall mean liabilities of any type whatsoever, including; but not limited
tO, judgments, frees, penalties, and amounts paid in settlement.
(c) "Proceeding" shall mean any action, suit, arbitration, alternate dispute resolution
mechanism, investigation, or administrative hearing.
Section 4. Modification and Waiver. No supplement, modification or amendment of
t-his Agreement shall be binding unless executed in writing by both of the parties to this
Agreement. No waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be deemed to constitute a
waiver of any other provision hereof (whether or not similar) nor shall such waiver constitute a
continuing waiver.
Section 5. Governing Law. The parties agree that this Agreement shall be governed by,
and construed and enforced in accordance with, the laws of the State of California, as applied to
contracts between California residents entered into and to be performed entirely within
California.
Section 6. Consent to Jurisdiction. The Franciscans and Corporation Sole each hereby
irrevocably consent to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of California for all purposes in
connection with any action or proceeding which arises out of or relates to this Agreement and
agree that any action instituted under this Agreement shall be brought only in the state courts of
the State of California.
-2-
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Section 7, Attorney’s Fees. In the event of any dispute concerning the rights or
obligations of the parties under this indemnity agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to
recover all attorney’s fees or other expenses actually and reasonably incurred in ~onnection with
the dispute concerning this indenmlty agreement.
Section & Control of Defense and Settlemen~ With respect to any claim for which the
Franeiseans are obligated to indemnify Indenmitees under this agreement, the Franciscans shall
have the right to control the defense and, if the Franciscans deem it appropriate, settlement of
any such claim, including the right to select counsel to defend Corporation Sole at the
Franciscans’ expense.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreemem on" the day
and year written below.
Dated: .. ~ ~’.

,

2003

The Roman Catholic Bishop of Oakland
Sister Barbara Flannery, CSJ
Its Attorney-in-Fact
Chancellor, Roman Catholic Corporation Sole of Oakland
2900 Lakeshore Avenue
Oakland, CA 94610
Dated:

Franciscan Friars of Califo~
By:
Melvin Juri
Provincial

O.F.M.

-3-
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P.O. ~OX 7~7

94526.0767

VICTORIA S. MacDONALD
ema{h vlctoriam@~anBarnJa no.or8
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TEL: 925-837-914 I
Ex’r, 308

May 31, 2003
Dear Mario,

May God give you peace. As you know I am now the Provincial’s delegate
working with our Independent Response Team and those friars, like yourself, who are in
the aff~u’c.are program. I met with Dr. Israel Rosales and subse~tuently formulated the
following resistrictions I am asking you to follow while you are living at San Damiano.
These restrictions follow the Provincial policy for those friars who are in the aftercare
program and assigned to Iive at retreat houses.

1)

Any unofficial or non-business contact during normal working hours with any of
the lay retreat staff, including kitchen and administrative staff, must be strictly
limited to polite greetings and normal pleasantries, but not include conversations.

2)

COVENANT MEMBERS:
A) When covenant members are functioning as staff and are engaged in
their staff duties the above restriction applies to them. You will be
expected to limit yourself only to exchanges of polite greetings under
these circumstances.
B) When covenant members are participating as part of the friar
community and engaged in friar community activities you may have
supervised normal social interaction with them.

3)

You must avoid any significant contact or conversations with any of the
retreatants.
In order to avoid any unnecessary contact with either the staff or the retreatants,
you are asked not to ~it or rest in either of the administrative wings of the retreat
center. You should only enter the administrative areas when necessary for such
tasks as getting your mail, otherwise you should avoid these areas during normal
working hours.
You are not to give orders of any kind to any staff member.

6)

You are to avoid those areas that are frequently used by staff and retreatants. For
instance you should not sit or rest near the fountain during the lunch hour, or other
times when retreatants or staff are moving about in the courtyard.

7)

At those times when Fr. Barry and~[[ are both away, one of them will be
accessible by cell phone. They will also delegate Richard Karch as your on-site
supervisor. I am also available to you at those times as is Gerry Duma. You will be
expected to contact one of us with any questions or problems you encounter.
During these times the restriction againstentering into any conversation w!th any
of the staffremains in place.
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Those significant retreat staff including the covenant members, will be told that
you have been placed at the retreat center for "administrative reasons". For this
reason they will be told that you do not have permission to have significant
contact or dealings with any staffor retreatants.
I have discussed these restrictions with both ~ and Fr, Barry. I will meet with you
today to go over them personally to assure you understand them.

Fr. Barry Brunsman, OFM
Dr. Israel R~osales
Dr. Larry Wornian
Mr. Gerry Duma
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AFTER CARE REPORT TO THE PROVINCIAL
RE: MARIO CIMMARUSTI=~15/97
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Mario Cimmarrusti
I. Allegations first surfaced before the Board of Inquiry began,
and then continued during its interviews. Abuse of long duration
and extensive. Several settlements.

\

/

\

Psychotherapist/Patient Privilege
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Mario Cimmarrusti
I. Allegations first surfaced before the Board of Inquiry began,
and then continued during its interviews. Abuse of long duration
and extensive. Several settlements.
2.
Mari~ was sent to TARA for evaluation:
paraphilia,
pedophilia, voyeurism; passive aggressive personality disorder
with sex deviation traits; histrionic personality disorder with~
compulsive features. The recommendations of Tim Smith have been
followed. He is currently enroll.ed in sexual deviancy program.
3. Future disposition:
a) Under no circumstances should Mario re~urn to public
~nistry . of any kind.
This for several reasons:
his ..... ow~
patholoqy which is severe; the real da~ger of public scandal; the
possibility Of reoffense.
D} Mario should continue under the ~ightest....of_.restrictions
and tber@peutic help; Any future decisions should be made.only
after extensive consultaiton with the previous provincials,
professionals, the. IRT, ahd aftercare manaqers.
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MARIO,,CIMARRUSTI PROFILE 1964-!9_70

As o1" 8121/95:19 Victims (1964-70) # of Former Seminarians who said they had information but not formal interview as of 8118193:3

Misc. Information

Hernia Exam

L 1964-70 6 names
1. Students that had contact with BOI with allega- Rubbed hands down inside
tions, but not formal inter. of leg and examined scrotum. These were at least
view:.
once a month/" submit or go
9 names
home". Examined most of
the student body. At one
time students were lined up
outside ofhls office. Would
pull towels off of students as
they came out of showers in
playful-sexual manner.

2. Described as a friar who
had:
extreme mood swings
Inconsistency in moods
and behavior
Incredibly angry
needing to control

Campus
Cheating
1.1966 2 names
Had students walk length of
school in underwoar to take
a test.

Inf’wmary
Assault

1. 69-70Had student shower, showed
soft pornography. Under guise
of medical exam-masturbatlon pulled back forrskin. Student
tried not to have an rrection.

Marlo commented on his ability
to not have ea-ection.
3. 69-70- - Oral Copulation

4; 64-68,
Mario tried to kiss him and
wanted pants down whenever
kids were sick.
5. 64-65 - PuIled muscle-deep
massage whil¢ student was
naked from lh¢ waist down.

Physical Abuse
1. 1966-,
Beat students on buttocks
until skin broke open and
had bmices. Threatened
under pain of mortal sin to
not talk about it.
2.1964 -,
Whipping kids

Verbal Assault
1. 1966- CaRed Students an
Ass on ~he board
2. 61-68.
During mail call he would say
derogatroy things like-"I quess
your mother de.~ded to wril~"
3. 64-68
CaUed him a Lard Ass
4.64
Received groin ~ during

sports, sent to la few
blocks from SAS. his testicles
were tanglcd. Returns to $A$
and Mario harranges him for
masturbating, Mario did not talk
to him for a year.

Overweight
Club
1.1965- 2 Names,
Overweight club for
students that wer~ slightly
overweight. He would
weigh ~e students and then
fondle them. Happened
every two weeks the whole
year.
2 2 Names.
Fat Boys Club, checked for
eircumsision

Medica! Exam
Poison Oak
1.1964-68 - Medical Exam
of genitals and application
of poison oak cream to
genitals until erection- blew
on penis to cool it down.
2.1965 Jockmsh ointment and
exam, washing until
erection.
3. 1965Medical Exam and application of ointment cream"Don~ worry if you get a
hard on, it’s normal" statemont.

4.1965 Medical Exam and application of poison oak to gentilia
although that was not where
he had poison oak. Masturbation.

Tc!/Fa.x: (510)6S3.-9313

Re:

Interim Guid¢IL~t

Date:
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SAN DAMIANO

RETREAT
Monday, August 26, 2002

Oakland, CA 94601-3092
De~~ and ProvincialDefinitors,
Thank you for your prompt attention to my recent letter, and I appreciate your visit here to San Dm-niano
on Friday, August 9~ especially when your schedule has been so busy.

When we met you outlined a tentative plan to stay here yourself on the
time away
and when Barry has his regular days off. You also mentioned that
follow by staying here for ElderhosteI; and thenland Barry would work out the schedule for the
following weeks.
I met withl and he gave me the schedule, which Barry had an-anged. When I heard what was
proposed for the balance of the time ! was away in Rome I must admit I was astonished. No one will
be in the Friary on the days I am away when Ft. Barry is off-site (for his days off and when he is
ministering elsewhere); and I was asked to take aMonday and Tuesday off when no other coverage could
be obtained late in October. What this schedule indicates is that my request for added "supervision" of
Ft. Mario, has been seen as "protection" of me, and me personally. Nothing can be further from the
truth.
The purpose of my letter, as a responsible administrator, was to alert you to the fact that I cannot both
administer to the needs of the retreat house AND be asked to provide oversight and supervision of the
Friars. When/and Barry are away, who will supervise Ft. Mario; and to whom will Ft. Mario be
responsible and accountable? Fr. Emmanuel and Fr. Sebastian, though capable, cannot be responsible for
supervising Fr. Mario, and indeed may need increased supervision themselves.

I realize you may not see this matter as weighty in light of the many other serious cases before you, but I
must continue to ask for clarity for a situation I feel is tenuous at best; and I would feel irresponsible if I
did not.
Peace and all Good be yours,
Victoria S. MacDonald, MA
Program Administrator
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:
e of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-3722

Fax (510}536-3970

April 26, 2001

Fi-. Maz~o Cizr~-ms~ OFM
San Damiano Retreat
P.O. Box 767
Danville, CA 94526

May the Lord give you peace.
1. am in receipt of your letter of April 24, 2001, which begins, ’~o whom it may
concern." Allow me to express a few comments on the content of the letter.
I recall meeting with you and ~ and Tr. Barry Brtmsman, together

with the vicar of the Province, ;r. Steve Barnufsky. we discussed many issues.

One, certainly, was the apparent difficulty regarding
sessions.
From speaking with the Vicar Provincial and with
and my own
recall, I remember we felt that it had probably run its course and the grou__~
~ needed to be reevaluated. Neither I nor the Vicar Provincial n~r.l
~recalls actual pmanission being given to you to remove yourself from the
sessaons. There was, however, a unanimous derision that the issue of group
therapy be reconsidered after so many years.
Mario, I am presenting your letter to be discussed at the Definitorium meeting of
May 20th which will be held in Danville. The Definitors will consider
demand in a larger context and will offer a response to you and to
for the IRT. I will send this letter to all those listed on your letter to me. I hope
that this will offer some calmness for the moment.
I have other things to discuss with you; I will do so after the May Definitorium "

NYmister
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SAN DAMIANO
RETREAT

April 24, 2001

To Whom It May .Concern:

After being advised by~ my
canonically elected provincial superior andhis vicar,
Ft. Steve Barnufsky, O.F.M., I have ma.de the decision to terminate
group therapy sessions supervised by DrYLarry Womian, Ph.D.
In the last four weeks I have attempted to do this.in an appropriate
and acceptable manner, but to no avail. For meto res.ume attending
these sessions; I will need an official letter of ob~en~a from my
above-mentioned provincial.

Marl0 CimmarmSti, O.F.M. " " ~q/

Emmanuel Muessiggang, O.F.M.

Dr. Israel i

Ph.D.
Wornian.

Rev B~
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Province. of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

~0 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-372_.2 Fax (510)536-3970

MarioCimarrusti, OFM
Old Mission San Miguel
Box 69
San Miguel, california 93451
November 20, 1993

Dear Mario
Peace. I want to let you know how much I appreciate your going up
to Seattle and taking the testing. I really hope that it was not
too difficult, although I imagine that it Was. Dr. Ferder has yet
to pass on any evaluations to me, but I will get back to you as
soon as I can.
I know that while you were up there ~ spoke with you
about using your name in publio. I can appreciate your dilemma and
agony, and I have fought that our report from Santa Barbara not
contain any names, either those of the victims or those of the
friars who have been reported. It grieves me deeply that there has
been so much suffering on all sides and with yourself.
With this letter, -I would like to bring you up to date on the
process which will be used to bring the inquiry in Santa Barbara to
a close. The Board of Inquiry has issued two reports: an Internal
Administrative Report to me which contains all the pertinent
information .and details.of the allegations; a public report which
will be presented to the public (whoever comes) on Monday evening,
November 29th, at the .Goleta Valley Community Center in Santa
Barbara. The public report is about eighty pages long, and it does
contain a section listing the number of friars reported (12), the
number of victims(35), and a description of the behavior involved.
No names are used.
There is also a series of five composite portraits (sort of like
case studies) of the types of abuse that occurred.
This is
followedby a description of the impact of the actions on the
victims. There is a brief description of the actions the fraternity
and the provincial minister have taken with respect to the friars
reported. This is generic and I do not think anyone will be able
to identify the individual friars from what has been said. With
respect to yourself and one other friar the text reads, "Two other
friars, removed from ministry and forbidden contact with minors,
are currently completing their assessments. Further decision will
be made based on the evaluations of the clinicians."
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The report concludes with some recommendations to the fraternity,
the laity, and the administration. Overall, it is a~good document,
but parts of the text are very.difficult to read, very explicit and
jarring. Many of us have worked long and hard to get it in this
shape and to protect as much as possible the good name of the
fraternity and the identity and.dignity of the friars involved.
Given the circumstances, we have done the best we could.
As you know, your name has been used by somevictims in the public
forum; it.has also been reported in the newspaper by the victims.
Will your name come up in the public forum on the evening of the
29th? Well, I wish I could answer this. I hope not. Certainly,
we have done our best to keep it out of the public document, but we
have no control over the actions of others. If your name does come
up, I will try to answer any questions appropriately and do my best
to balance great respect for you with the need of the fraternity
for credibility.
I know that the press will be present when the report is released;
this event will probably be covered on local tv, the newspaper,
possibly the LA Times, and the Nati.oDa!..Catholic Reporter. We have
little control over what will be reported. It is my hope that they
will indicate how well the friars have responded: the fraternity
in helping the victims and friars, the composition ~and
establishment of the Board, the willingness to be honest about this
problem in our midst, the adoption of a continuing mechanism for
addressing this problem, the cooperation of the friars who have
been reported, etc. But, I do not know that these positive notes
will be reported in the press.
I do think that all of us,
including yourself, can say that we did the best we could and acted
in the best Christian and Franciscan way.
Let me close by sayin~ that I truly do feel for your situation and
also appreciate your cooperation, as trying as I know that has been
for you. I ask you to continue to follow the program you have for
the last many months, and also that under no circumstances are yogi
to have any ministry in the confines of Santa Barbara County until
indicated otherwise. It is very important for the well being of
the fraternity that all of these restrictions be adhered to
rigorously. They are imposed under the vow of obedience.
God bless you, Mario, Please be assured of my prayers. I hope
that you will feel free to share this letter with ~ and
Dr. Clayman-Cook.
Fraternally,
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Oakland. CA 94601

Dear
i am pleased with the progress thaK has been made that has
led to the fo~nation of the Board of Inquiry_. i learned many
things before leavingSanta Barbara that weekend, My capacity to
hold the quantity of suffering presented to me during my full
visit.exceeded all of my capabilities. How good it was to finally
be able to weep openly at the celebration of the Eucharist. during
the singing of the song. "Here i am. Lord".
Thank you for your letter of January 20. 1993. Since the
Agreement is the main issue, i’ll respond at this time. It
appears to me that your counsel has recons, ended the inclusion of
Section 4 which is a "standard" release.
agree to Section 4 once we have reached consensus regarding
Section 2
I am faced with an important and practical question. How much
future, profession~ipsychoiogic~i intervention m~ght i need
during the remainder of my lifetime? Wh~ie I am in a demonstrably
better emotional state than many of the victims we a~’e seeing.
must avoid having too short a memory for what I have endured and
~nat it took to brin~ me to the present day. Jus% as you have a
respons~biiitv to interdic~ unendine liability of the Province
through ~v agreement to Section 4. so I must protect myself from
the risk of unknown financial liability by asking for your
agreement to Section 2 (B)~ Clea~-iy. we need a "standard
reference" for a oossible monetary amount for Section 2
The courts of California have arrived at a "standard lifetime
award" for victims of sexual abuse.and sexual assault to cover
the financial cost of future, professional psychological
intervention. This award is calculated according to the following
formula: seventy-five dollars for one psychoiog~ca] therapy
session per c~iendar week for five calendar years, i am ~orry.
iha% this amount of money is high. but I have no control over the
costs of psychotherpeutic intervention.
We are in agreement as to Section
Are we in agreement as to Section i?
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7 am surprised that the provisions of Section 3 were agreed
to by Father Maria. I have no obiection_ *~., Fathel Maria having a
therapist pz-esent during the meeting, in no way do i want this
meeting to be an exercise in cruelty against Father* Maria and I
will not deny him an oppo~-tunity both for comfort and learning. "
It is precisely in life situations such as these that we remember
all that Our Lord wants for us by His example and teaching.

i do not wish to deny myself what i would allow for another.
so I. too. wiil have a therapist present with me during the
meetin9. in accordance with Section 3. this therapist will. of
course, remain silent and not act in an intervening role. I do
not plan to ramble about in my remarks to Father Maria: i will
speak from p~’epared notes,
iwiil be pleased t~ have this meeting take place in Santa
Barbara. either at Old MissioniFieischmann Addztion. or at San
Roque Parish facilities. Saint Anthonv:s Seminary must not be-the
location for the meeting.
i will be in Santa Barbara on Februar’y 18 and 19 to speak to
the Board of inquiry. Because i will drive to Santa Barbara. i do
not anticipate being able to attend any meeting before 7 P.M. on
February 18. if we can make the arrangements, the meeting could
take place during Friday, February !9. My hope, is that these
dates will provide maximum convenience for all.
i really feel. ~ that we are making’ progress
here. You and i ]<now how difficult it is to make ~t happen, While
thanking you for your prayers, kindness, and concern, I want ~o
assure you of my continuing prayers and support for.the health
and mission of ot~r f~’iars.

Sincere
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BETWEEN THE PROVINCE OF SAINT BARBARA AND
WITH RESPECT TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERS:
I.
The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to limit the
stationing of Reverend Mario Cimmarusti, O.F.M., to prevent his
access to minors.

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to Pa~i
all reasonable expenses for his past and future
psychological counseling according to the following
specifications:
Three-thousand~five-hundred dollars ($3,500.00)
for completed therapy sessions with Joseph B.
Simons, Ph.D., Santa Rosa, california. The total
sum is to be’paid at one time, within ten days
after the execution of this agreement.
A mutually a~eed upon amount of funding for
future psychological counseling relating to
alle~ed sexugl abuse suffered by
sum
i~ Thls funding.is to be.~
as a
~~hirty days after executlon of this
~.~. It is fu .r~er agreed that~i
~!~!~etains the rlght to select any licensed
therapist.

3.
The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to cause a meeting
to be held with Reverend Mario
.F.M., in attendance
¯ as the moderator.
permitted to speak without interruption
any party.
permitted to speak. Very
will see to it that this
The purpose of this
meeting is to aid in the healing process by sharing with Reverend
Mario Cimmarusti, 0.F.M., how his behavior has affected
~life.
4.
hereby releases and discharges the
~arbara from any and all claims or damages,
Province
known or unknown, past, present or
~ing to any sexual
or. others by theReverend Mario Cimmarusti, O.F.M.,or others.
Dated:

Dated:

o
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[nt Barbara

of St. Barbara.
FRANCISCAN FRIAR~ ~oo ~h ~,.enue O~k~nd c.~,~m-,.~, ~6o’~ 1415)536.372~: F,I~ 14151536-~9~t~

February3, 1993
Dea~

Peace and good. Thank you for your letter of
January 25th. Mine comes to you from Scottsdale,
Arizona, where we have a retreat house and I
.am attending some meetings. I have thought
about your letter and would like to offer some
of the following reflections so as to continue
what I believe is a very fine and important
dialogue about our arrangements. In bqe£f, let
me indicate that I see no major difficulties and
believe we can resolve the arrangement rather
quickly.
I am happy for this, as Itruly want to be
helpful to you and yofir family’after all that has
happened. You mentioned in your letter to me
your difficulty in holding the capacity of
suffering which was offered to you in ~anta
Barbara. I know what you mean--it is dreadful.
I would, however, like to thank you for what
you have done and say that, from my perspective,
you areacting as a fine christian and ministe~ to
others.’~ We never hold the suffering offered to us;
but we can walk with it and in our human way,
filled with grace, touch it; and heal it in somefashion. Your own actions are obviusly helping
others.
Perhaps we can talk about this someday, but now
I realize I must. be.about answering some specifics
in your letter.
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St. Barbara
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We are in basic agreement as to number one. This
is why I did not mention it in the first letter.
I certainly would intend and act to limit Father
Mario’s pastoral work in such a way that it excluded
contact with minors. Cle~ly, all steps must be
taken to s~e that what ha~ happened does not happen
again. However, I would like to discuss ~omeof
your expectations in this area; I think this might
help me deal with other situations involving the
friars, should these occur~n
the future. For me,
/
it is a questlon of learnlng.
We are in agreeement as to 2A. I hav~ absolutely
no difficulty here; it seems to me very~ust and
right.
As to 2B: First, I want to thank you for
presenting some norm which we can use. Basically,
I find this approach very solid and fair. Most
arrangements I am familiar with take care of the
counselling for 2 or 3 years, not five; but if
you have other information available to you, I would
appreciate your sharing it so I can get an
understanding of how to go about this both now
and in the future. Also, let me mention another
possibility: we pay for counselling in lump sum[
up to two or three years, a~then pay other expenses
as they arise up to’he total of 19,500.
Above all, I do not want to make this discussion
too complicated. From my poin~ of view, this is
about healing, and I really don’t want to lay
obstacles. I am now though trying to learn for
the future, and to do ~o carefully and respectfully.
I find my own responsibilities not to be intrusive
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or difficult extremely keenly. ~hank you for
your own fairness and willingnes~-to discuss.
We are definitely on a very similar course
in this matter; the details I am sure can be
resolved.
With respect to number three, the meeting between
y~urselve and Mario, I would like to mention a
couple of things. There is no problem with
meeting, as we are agreed upon it. Unfortunately,
I am in Europe during the times you suggest.
leave for meetings in Rome February i0 and return
February 25th--then I would be in the Bary Area
pretty much until March 14th. Sot we could arrange
for a meeting in that time or later, as you want.
Also, I find this complicated because I must share
with you that Ft. Mario’s siste~ Josephine died
about four days ago. To say the least, it is a
very difficult situation as she was his closest
family member. So, my suggestion is that we
de~aly the meeting for a couple of weeks, but not
too long. I think you want a meeting soon, and I
want to facilitate that to the bes~ of myability.
As to place and who is present: we can discuss ~hi~
I am willing to do whatever is best for all,
or without the therapists present.

I will be in Oakland Feb. 8, most of the Hth,
and the morning of the 10th if you want to discuss
by phone; or perhaps we can set up a personal meeti~
to finalize deatials sometime later when I return.
Once again, let me express my deep sadness over
what has happened to you and your family. You are
in my prayters and I wan% to do all that I can to
help. I thank you for your aptience--andyour
witness. I am glad you are speaking to the Board.
I wish your wife, son, and mother all blessings.

December 6, 1992

)ara

1500 34th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601-3091
Dear

Thank you for your kind letter of November 16, 1992.
It
will be possible to make arrangements to meet with you in
Oakland. Because the Chr£stmas season is a busy time for
everyone, there are a limited number of dates which would be
convenient for us. Saturday, December 12th, early in the day, or
either Sundaythe 13th or 20th would be workable for us. If it
is not possible on any of these dates, please let us know.
We would like to meet with you as soon as possible since
this ~s an issue that has been deiaved far too 10ng as it is.
is very difficult to reach me durin~ the day. You may eith,
leave a
!e on our answering machine at home, which is
or you may contact my wife..
We know that the majority of the friars are involved in
substantial m~nistries and do their work with great love as you
said in your letter. We’ve got tough work ahead of us and it~is
very appropriate to acknowledge the tremendous goodness that also
surrounds us.

Sincerely yours.
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From:
Re
OHM.

in Guaymas, Sonora concerning Mario Cimmarrusti,

Sept. 24 to 26, 1993
~ and I interviewed both Senorita Guadalupe Rodriguez and Senorita
,..
Jesusita Lucia Felix. Both are presently directors ofthe CASA FRACISCANA and
were working there at the time Fr. Mario Cimmarrusti was in charge of the
dispensary. Jesusita, especially, worked very close with him. Each state,d that there
.
were no rumors or accusations.of Mado acting-hmpropefiy with ~young t~oys~. The~ ................
saw or heard nothing.
They did mention that there was a time when alcohol was a problem for Mario.
There was an occasion FL~teeen years ago, when Fr. C’mamarrusti physically stopped
a man ofsome 22 years of age from stealing.drugs from the dispensary. Mario was
injured in the fray. The man’s attourney insinuated that there might have been
something improper going on between Mario and the man. However, the women
stated that this was looked upon as a falsehood on the robber’s part.
On Sept. 26,
I also interviewed Fr. John Peterson, OFM.
Although,
when Ft. Cimmarrusti worked in Guaymas, John
Peterson mentioned that he an~ii~ispoke about Cimmarrusti’s
time in Guaymas. There was n6":~~~o~5~r actions with male youth.

The results of the investigation imply that altho there were some unfounded rumors
regarding improprieties with older men, there was no evidence of improper actions
with male minors.

Mario Cimmarrusti, .OFM
O. Lady of Guadalupe
Delano, Calif.

Sept. ii, 1990

Dear Mario,
It was good to visit with you a couple of weeks ago and see
the good that you’re doing with the poor. Mario, Delano is
really doing a Franciscan service to the poor.
Congratulations. It’s sad, however, that there is some
gossip connected with this good deed. And it is the gossip
that the Provincial wants me to address.
.The p~ovincial has read the report of Sal’s visit and the
disQussion Sal and I had with you. He wants me to inform
you that the following recommendations should be implemented
at Our Lady of Guadalupe:
To protect your good name, Mario, and that of the
i.
No more showers should be given in the house
pnenomenonn?r in the hall. of showers~(The ~ossip is very much tied in with the

2.
To ensure that the program will continue
even after the present staff has gone, lay people should be
trained to work with you, Mario, and eventually take over
the feeding of the poor. (This is requested so that you can
have more time for parish duties.).
3.
There can be no practice of medicine
whatsoever.
(I think you see the reason for this -- even
the over-the-counter "remedios caseros".)
Mario, I hope the recommendations can be done without any
hardship on your part. If you have any questions, don’t
hesitate to call the Provincial or myself.
Fraternally,
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

l~o~Ave~e OaJdand Ca~fornta94601 (510}53r~372~ Fax(510)S36-3970

January 20, 1993

Peace and good. I hope the Holy Spirit blesses you in abundance
during this year. Let me take this opportunity to say that I
.have appreciated your forlh~ightness and fairness of presentation,
both when we spoke tegether in my office and also in Santa
Barbara. I admire your courage, in very difficult circumstances.
For myself, I am .committed to "addressing your concerns in the
best way possible. I think your suffering and that of your family
is dreadful.
I am sorry for the slight delay in responding to you and to the
agre~t you sent me towards the end of Decembem. As you could
see in Santa Barbara, I wanted to get the Board of Inquiry off
to the best stal~t possible. It looks good, and the people on it
are wery well qualified. I am hopeful that they can acccomplish
a great deal of good for everyone concerned. I know that you
will feel free to respond to them, as you determine. The letter
should go out in the next week or so.
When I met with them, I did not give them your name, but simply
stated that we had some cases dating back to the late sixties.
Of course, they had met you the night before and also had the
letter you sent out to your class’mates. So, I want to leave you
completely free to .make your own revelations to the Board. This is,
I believe, what we had .agreed in my office.
I have looked over.your "agreement" and have met with several
people, about it. First, "of course, I wanted to contact Mario.
He has agreed to the session, as you have indicated. In speaking.
with him, I also talked with his therapist. The thermpist requests
to be present at the session, not to intervene but simply to help
Mario deal with the full implications of his actions once the
session is ovem. I think this would be beneficial, as it would
enable us to deal with. the infozmation you present in a continu’.~ng
fashion to make Sure it is sufficien.~ly addressed. Would it be
acceptable to you if Mario’s therapist was present? If not, we
will still proceed. I simply want to do what is best for all.
If you agree to the presence of the therapist, the suggested
places of meeting are Santa Barbara or Los Angeles/Malibu. But we
can make arrangements as necessary; whateve~ works out.

I certainly want to pay for the counselling, as I indicated to
you. I would suggest for 2.B that we agree to a comparable anDunt
to cover future costs (i.e. 83,500.00). We will need to agree
to an amount before the agreement is signed,.
As you can see, I have added another stipulation under #4. I believe
that this is ~lear.
It has taken some time to speak with everyone involved. I certainly
want to move .as quickly as possible. It is very difficult, I .think,
for you; and I want to express, once again, my concern for you,
your wife and child, and you~ mother. Be assueed of my continued
support and prayers. I am so sorry that all of this has happened.

God bless you. Once again~ thank you for your honesty and courage.
Sincerely

Provincial Minister .

P.S. I presume .you will want to consider this agreement; and
that you will get back to me in due course. I Will be available
for personal meetings next Friday afternoon, Jan. 29, Saturday,
or Sunday morning; after that, on February 9th, or the m~rn’.ing
of the 1Oth. After :February 25, I will be in the Bay Area for
quite some time. Thank you for you~ patience.
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AN AGRE~.:.:.:~.~EEN THE PROVINCE OF SAINT BARBARA~ AND
ii ................................. WITH RESPECT TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERS

I. The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to limit the stationing
of Reverend Mar~o Cin~arusti. O.FoM. o to prevent his access
~Inors.

. Barbara agrees to provide compensation
to
ifor past and future therapeutic
intervention according to the following specifications:
A. Three-thousand-five-hundred dollars ($3.500.00) for
completed therapy sessions.with Joseph B, Simons. Ph.D.,
Santa Rosa. California. The total sum is to be paid at one
time. subsequent to the execution of this agreement.
B. A mutually agreed upon amount of funding for future
theraputic intervention. This funding is to be paid as
lump sum subsequent to the execution of this agreement. It
is further agreed that
retains the right
to select any licensed
3. The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to cause a meeting to be
held with Reverend Maria Ci~narusti, O.F,M,, in attendance and
as the moderator,
li be permitted to speak without
interruption from any party, Reverend Maria Cimmarusti.
O.F.M.. will not be permitted to speak. Very~.
~ "will see to it that this rule is
observed. The.purpose of this meeting JS to aid in the healing
process by sharing with
ti. O.F.M.. how
his behaviour has affectedi
i~ife.

Province of Saint Barbal-a
XE_.Uq~LD this
Day ¢,f
Alameda° Cal~fornia..
OFM CIMM 1
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an Oakland.

e of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1600 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

November 16, 1992
Dear
Peace.
It was with great sadness and feelings for you that
I read your letter to me of November 9th. On the one
hand I am very grateful that you have come forward so
honestly and trustingly with this information about
what clearly must be a very paln~ul memory; on the
other hand, my heart goes out to you for the injury
which has been done by one of our own friars. Please
receive my own deep concern, my. abhorrence, at what
has been done, and my promise to do what I can to help.
I am so sorry.
Obviously~ from what we read in the papers this is a
problem with which the Church must come to grips and do
so in a forthright a~d truthful manner. You have
experienced it in your own parish. It is terrible, and
I have seen the impact on parish communities and on
our own friars, most of whom perform their duties

well and with great spirit.
I am grateful that you have come forward with such
clarity as it enables meto~roceed with some certainty
in an expeditious way. Wh4~ I received your letter after
returning from a trip, I felt it was best that we act
quickly.. This morning I met. with a cons~itive team and
have informed Mario thathe is on administrative leave
from all pastoral assignments; he will be allowed to say
a community mass for the local friars where he lives,
at 01d Mission San Miguel~ Your narration of events
is the first I had heard " such activity with its
specific details; I certain~y have not been aware of any
activity with minors. I have not talked to Father Louis
Vitale yet, but I am sure that he felt the steps he took
were sufficient to insure that no such activity would
ever happen again. To the best ofmy knowledge, it has
But now we view these matters somewhat differently and believe
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that even sterner action must be taken. I think that
the knowledge of everyone has increased a great deal
in this area, and we need %o be as certain as possible.
There are several things which I would lime to do to
respond. The first, of course, is to meet with you
as you request. My own schedule is fairly busy, and
if you would like to meet sooner that early December,
I would ask if you would feel free to meet with our
Vicar Provincial. He speaks for me and will be happy
to see you to pursue details and any other conerns .you.
may have. I am returning to the office in Oakland on
December 7th; and I know that we can arrange a personal
meeting either that week or the following one. If you.
wish, you can call me and we can speak on the phone about
a time either with myself or with my vicar. If you w~n~t
to leave your number, I will be glad to ge~ back to you
as soon as possible. I am enclosing a card for your
information.
Father Mario will remain on administrative leave until
we are all assured that proper steps have and will be
taken. Our procedures for deal~ng with such situations
I think are fairly thorough.
.~
Obviously, you are aware of the difficulties we have
been experiencing with Father Philip Wolfe and Robert
VanHandel. I heart grieves for the people of God and
we are trying to address this grievance in the most
proactive way possible. I think that I can understand
the feelings of your mother, at least in a partial way.
Here we are talking about deeply felt betraya!.
We would like to provide for you whatever help we can
to heal the breach which has occurred. I appreciate
your honesty and struggle and look forward to seeing
you to discuss the matter further.
May God bless you both.
sincerely

1 Minister
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Prov nce of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California94601 (5i0)5,36-37~2 Fax(510}536-3970

Decembev. 13_~ 1992

May the Lo~d give youpeaee.

I have read you? let-te~ To me of Novembem 27th with gr~at
sadness and feel’.~ng for all that has imanspired To 9oum son,
youmself, indeed you~ whole family. I find myself very inadequate
in response, not for lack of feeling but fop lack of words.
You~ own letteP is Testimony. enou~ To the suffering involved,
its implications and long history. I am deeply Sorry and
apologetic.
Of course, that haz~lly Takes away any pain; it doesn’t even
begin To address it.l find especially" painful you~ description
of the deteriorating relationship betweeh yodr son and
husband, the fea~ andloneliness and mourrdng for yourself.
And it has even influenced ’you~ relation~hi’p with you~ grandson.
I am glad that ~ou have been able To share some of this with me:
I do want to hea~ it and try to r~spond as best I .might. In
ynu~ own way, youlitter changes me and then I can try to act
in the best way possible ±o see that this neve~ happens .again.
I will do my best.
This Sunday I have an appoinlment wmthlii~and his wife.
Would .~ou like To speak with me pe~sonally? Also," we do have
one floia~ who is quite knowledgeable abo~t these situations,
and if you wnuld like To spea~ with him ~..:can try to ar~ .ange it.
I want to do what I can.
Ceria~nly when Nu ~send a son to thi seminary you. give him ove6
in all good faith To olin Care; I am so SoPry for the deep injury.
Here is a landscape t~ mo~ing in so many ways. " But you? lettem
me in iis honesty is~iso light in the da~k .and g~e~n "in" the des~-t~
I thank you foP" that expression." You a~e a very good woman~ and
mother; and Ch~istlan.

Please be assured of my continued concern, and always, prayers.
OFM CIMM 1
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November 27, 1992

~ovlnce of St. Barbara
1500 34th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601-3091
Dear

I have before me a copy of the letter my son
~rote to you. I also have a copy of the recent reply.
them both over several times.

I have read

Your kind words to him are very much appreciated
needs to hear that "your heart goes out to him", What
needs
more is for you to listen with your heart[ He needs to be assured
that this situation will be dealt with exactly as you said. "in a
forthright and truthful manner"; to know that you will keep your
~promise!
letter.covered the brief span of two years. What .of
the years that followed? With the exce ion of
when he
was in therapy and when he visited
who was
then. the Provincial, in Oakland, C~
ornla.
Father Mario at
St. Mary of the Assumption in Stockton, California, he does not
mention them. He should have; they gradually became a l, iving hell
for h~m and a nightmare for those who love him! It is not
sufficient for you to just know of Father Mario’s perverted
behavior: you must also be made aware that the insidious seeds of
self-doubt, shame, guilt, indignation, and anger continued to
grow long after graduation day!
That day we did not bring home the same person we had
delivered so trustingly to the "good friars" in 1966. He no
longer spoke to becomin~ a priest. He dismantled the altar he had
had in his room since grGde school. Most importantly, he had
forgotten how to laugh. There was no hu!nor in anything; life had
become oh, so very serious. What happened to our son? I know now
that he was lost in the hallowed halls of Saint Anthopy’s
Seminary at the hands of the "good friars". I do include the
other friars in residence at that. time. Surely they could not
have lived in so close a community without being aware of Father
Mario’s treatment of the students. What kind of treatment was it? ¯
Bizarre? UnChristian? Definitely not in keeping with the teaching
of the Church or have I missed something along the way? I flrmly
believe they turned their heads and looked the other way. That
appalls me! The dedicated Church, the dedicated priests,
dedicated to what? Certainly not dedicated to to a loving God as
i have been taught.
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Permit me to quote a most significant sentence from
ietter. "All of the people who kept silence when they knew about
this man’s acts only helped to perpetuate a serious evil upon
innocent people" This applies to all people who. either as
individuals or as an organization, look the other way or
conveniently "sweep it under the rug." ~9:,~!iwho would have
been the conscience of the world, assumed.a heavy burden of guilt
over the silence he kept. For all these years, he has not and
does not exclude hin~elf.

When
raduated from college and entered the Work
force, his pro ~ems began to gradually surface, Surprisingly, he
did not seek employment in accordance with his education. I
realize now that he lacked self esteem. Instead..he took work in
,ards, hardware stores, etc. There were many jobs because
d not hold a jDb! The slightest correction or hint of
criticism and~was consumed with an anger that., in one
instance or another, fed itself; it knew no bounds and had no
compassion. His friends faded away and those who did not soon
learned to be very, very careful of what they said around
lest they be misunderstood.
to awi

oving w~fe who saw a pattern in
was convinced that he should seek
counse ng. Less t
two months into therapy,
iconfronted
me with this question: -"How could you have pos~
lowed meto
go to the seminary?" He was angry. I was confused. This was the
first I knew that he was miserable at the seminary. He didn’t
tell us why; just that it was a hell for him and that we. as
responsible parents, should have known that at fourteen, he would
be confronted by situations that he was not prepared to face.

"Displaced anger" was not a term that we had heard of back
then. If I had heard it ~ater. I didn’t relate it to our
situation. But make no mistake: i know the pain of experiencing
it~
ly, sadly, and re(
aout the time
anger towards Us surfaced,
Gather.
was
~anger
diagnosed as having terminal cancer.
the cancer. It surpassed his love
us.
~e remaining thirteen
months of
fe were without his love and support. We
reasoned
anger and depressions were the result of
some sort of struggle with his rel~gious principles. His
depressions were frightening us; we feared for the possibility of
his taking his own life!
~r stayed with me for many months following
death, i mourned the death of my husband which at
could understand. We had been loving parents. Nothing in :
his childhood could justify such anger and rejection. I lived
constantly with the question, why?
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Dur£ng the year following
death, our relationship
We lived a mile apart.
hit bottom. We no longer saw eac
but we were separated by an abyss that would have engulfed the
Universe!
into this climate of hostility toward me. their son was born.
From day one until he was three, he had to have sensed it.
At three~ he made it apparent that he did not like me. His
parents and I were on shaky ground feeling our way, hopefully, to
if nothing else, surface speaking terms. My grandson wasn’t
having any part of.it. On the occasion of their rare visits, he
would refuse to speak to me and when no one else was looking, he
would make ugly faces at me, I overheard him tell his cousin, who
lives With me, "My Dad doesn’t like Grandmother" Four years have
passed and it’s a little better, but he still avoids me. he
doesn’t make faces anymore, but it’s very clear that I am not
someone he enjoys seeing, I wonder if the imprint of those
earlier days will ever fade enough to allow us the relationship
for which I long?
Tell me, ~, do you really think you know eTen
partially how I feel? This man robbed my son of the joy of his
youth. He robbed my husband and I of the comfort, love, and
support from our son when.we needed ~t the most. More than
likely, he has driven a wedge between my grandson and I tha~ will
never quite go away.
I impiore you to put an end to the l~st of Father Mario’s
victims, now, and for all time. Do not let him slip through the
cracks as the fol~ner Provincial did. There is no reprimand or
punishment that is too severe. What is more despicable than one
who hides behind the "cloth" to do the devil’s work? What
organization, claiming to do the work of Jesus Christ, shuns and
rejects those whom it has hurt, again and again? My son, years
after being told that he did not meet the requirements to become
a Secular Franciscan, f~nally threw his cord of Saint Francis
into the garbage can. Even the lepers were fit company for the
beggarman of Assisi.

Sincerely yours,
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Province of St. Bfrbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 341h Avenue Oakland Califomia94601(510)5363722 Fax (510)536-3970 -

December 1, 1992

DI

~ our Minister Provindal, is on visitation among the Native
American missions in Arizona. I have told him of your painful letter, and he has
asked me to drop you a note assuring you that he will respond when he returns
to Oakland next week. He is very sensitive to your pain and is sorry that he
cannot respond more quickly.
Sincerely yours,

(Rev.) Melvin A. Jurisich, OFIVI
Secretary of the Province

i
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Province of St. Barbara
Most Rev. Sylvester.D. Ryan
Bishop of Monterey
580. Fremont St.
Monterey, California 93942
November 20, 1992

Dear Bishop Ryan
Happy Thank~.giving.

l amveryappreciative of the arrsngementwhichwe have
been abl6 to work out withrespec~ to Father Mario C~ti,
OFM. Unfortunately, I must bring to your attention a new
allegation that he inappropriately touched a minor while
he was stationed at our minor seminary in Santa Barbara
1986-1968. We ~re currently investigating the allegations.
I had no evidence before this timethatMario’s a~tivity
had extended to minors. ~ut I have
this out m~re
~my predecessor
thoroughly now with
as provincial.
We have placed Mario on indefinite administrative leave.
I have given him permission to celebrate m~ss for the local
con~unity at San Miguel (i.e. the religious community) bu~
he is not to engage in any pastoral responsibilities amongst
the people. He is to continue his therapeutic.work.

How longthis will last at this time, I do notknow. Before
any other arrangements will be made~ I will certainlyreview
his situation With yourself or Father Fatoo and ~waityou~
counsel. If you are dissatisfied with the present arr~n, gement
of administrative leave, please don’t hesitate to say so..
We are trying to act in the best interests of the Church.
Well, on we go.
God bless you. Sincerely in Christ

Provincial Mintister
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FRANCISC;AN FRIARS
OLD MISS|ON
’MI~;SION ~,AN tMIGUEL~.F’OUNDED

SAN MI(3UEL, CALIFORNIA 93451-00(59
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DIOCESE of .MONTEREY
PASTORAL OFFICE -- 580 Fremont Street

P.O. Box 2048

Monterey, California 93942

Telephone (408) 373-4345 Fax (408) 373-1175

Oetob~ 19, 1992

Province of St. Barbara
Franciscan Friars
1500 - 34th Avenue
Oa]dan~ California 94601

Dear
His ~xcellency, Most Reverend Sylvester D. Ryan, D.D., Bishop of the Diocese of
Monterey will grant faculties to Reverend Mario Cimmarrusti, OFM, a priest of the
Province of St. Barbara for San MigueL

The Memorandum ~f Understanding has our approval, as well as your letter to Father
Mario of October 5, 1992. With the Memorandum of Understanding and that letter, the
Diocese of Monterey welcomes Father Mado Cimmarmsti to this ministry in San Miguel.
Sincerely yours in Christ,

Reverend Charles O. Fatooh
Moderator of the Curia/Chancellor
CGF/dla
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" Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California94601 (510)536-377.2

Fax (510)536-3970

Confidential
Memorandum of Understanding

This memorandum of understanding is between the Roman Catholic BishoP of
Monterey, Ca,~fornia, a Corporation Sole~ hereafter referred tO as the Diocese of
Monterey and the Frandscans (O.F.M.), dated the 15th day of September, 1992,
and sets forth the agreement between the above-named parties for the ministerial
services to be rendered by Rev. Mario CLmmarrusti, as follows:

A. The Diocese of Monterey agrees to the placement of Rev. Mario
Cimmarrusti to San Miguel Mission for one year, and the placement can be
renewed annually with the agreement of both parties.
B. The Diocebe of Monterey will not provide RETA health care benefits. The
San Miguel Mission parish will pay two hundred and fifty dollars ($250.00) per
month to the Franciscans (O.F.M.) towards the Rev. Mario Cimmarrusti’S health
insurance.

C_ The Frandscans (O.F.M.) agree to INDE_MNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS
the Diocese of Monterey from any and all damages up to a maximum of one
million dollars ($1,000,000.00), which the Diocese of Monterey may incur, .arising
out of the personal conduct of Rev. Mario Cimmarrusti, which Ls beyond the
course and scope of his duties asa Religious. The Franciscans agree to provide
the Diocese of Monterey with evidence of liability insurance coverage of not less
than one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) per occurrence. Such insurance shall
name the Diocese of Monterey as an additional insured and shall be primary to
any insurance provided by the Diocese of Monterey.
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue OaYJand California 94601

(510)536-3722

Fax (510}536-3970

D. The Franciscans community will provide for the counseling program of
Rev. Mario Cimmarrusti, as well as providing a mentor.

/

ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OP MONTEREY
CALIFORNIA, A CORPORATION SOKE

FRANCISCAN’S (O.F.M.)
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FRANCISCAN FRIARS
OLD MISSION
SAN MIGUEL, CALIFORNIA. 93451-0069
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Dear Mario

Jul. 16, 1992
Feast of Mt. Carmel

Please excuse the delay in responding to you. Enclosed is a
list of people who will help you on the following weekends:

July

18-19

Saturday afternoon and evening -Sunday evening Mass
--

July 25-26

Saturday afternoon and evening --

August 1-2

Saturday and Sunday

August 8-9

Saturday and Sunday

I’m still trying to find someone for the fifteenth of
August. I’ll let you know for sure next week.
Fraternally,

Memo to
From
Regarding Mario C. July 18, 1992
I just got back from helping Mario. It’s Saturday -- ii:00
p.m. I want to report on the future visit to the Doctor.
On July 29, at 7:00 am., we plan to be in LA for Marlo’s
evaluation with Dr. Frank Clayman-C0ok, 9535 Wilshire Blvd.
#~44, 90212. The phone number is: (213} 658-4330.
The evaluation will last all day the 29th, half. day the 30th"
and the 31st.
~
Mario announced in the bulletin that he would be-changed
around the middle of August. I told him to say that he would
be going to San Miguel. (He needed a terminus ad quem and I
told him to use San Miguel. I hopeothis was OK with you.)
We are offering him help on the weekends. He wants to go to
Marco Antonio’s diaconate ordination. (He’s a padrino.) so
far I haven’t found anyone for that Saturday. I’ll.take
Sunday, but I have a wedding in Fresno on Saturday~

Hope things are OK with you.
Fraternally,
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Bates Nos. 275-276 were removed by the Plaintiffs at the request of the Franciscans.

AN AG~~~ ~ pROVINCE OFSAINT BARBARA
~ KESPECT TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERS:

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to limit the stationing of Reverend
Mario Cimmarrusti, OFM, to prevent his access to minors.
of Saint Barbara agrees to provide compensation
past and future therapeutic intervention according
following specifications:
.-

o°

.Three-thousand-five hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for completed
therapy sessions with Joseph B. Simons, Ph.D., Santa Rosa,
California. The total sum is to be paid at one time, subsequent
to the execution of this agreement.
Bo

Amu ..rUffly agreed upon amount of ftmding for future
therapeutic intervention. This funding isto .be provided
according to the following plan, subsequent to the execution
of this agreement:
A lump sum to provide for one therapy session per week
for three years at seventy-fiv~ dollars ($75.00) per session.
Should further therapy be required, funding is provided for
one therapy session per week at seventy-five dollars
($75.00) per session for a maxim, umof two years. Thig
funding is provided on an "as needed" basis father than in
a lump sum, upon the exhaustion of the funds provided in
".

the right to select any licensed
o

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to deliver to
Cimmarrustl, OFM, the written comments of
have been delivered to the

[ario
these

hereby releases and-discharges the Province of
Saint Barbara from all and any claims or damages, known or unknown,
past, present 0~lating to any sexual abuse or impropriety
inflicted upon~ or others by the Reverend Mario

CimmarrustI, ~~ers.

Dated:
Dated:

’
Province ofSaint Barbara
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1~0 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

1993

Peace. Happy feast of St. Joseph.
You~ letter arrived yesterday, and I would like T-o respond as soon
as possible as I will be leav’.~Dg for a fewweeks.
Enclosed, please find two checks: (i) for 3~500,~0-0 (Thr~e thousand
five hundred) and perthe agreement, number 2; (2) .Ii~700 (el~v~n thousand
seven hundred) coverJ=n, g The amount in the .agreement 2.B.-I. I sincerely
hope for you~ sake that the rest. of the agre .e_ment in number 2 is
.never operative.
Thank you for the kind wishes. I will continue to p~ay for you
and for many of God’s blessings upon you and your family. I am
certain they will be there in abundance.
Sincerely

Provincial Minister

OFMCIMM1
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FRANCISCAN FRIARS
OLD MISSIO~
MIGUEt,... ~_~UFORN|A 934,51-0069
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

lsoo 34th Avenue Oakland Cal~fomia 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
FAX: (510)536-3970
TO:
NUMBER:

Fran Ferder
206-763-7566

FROM:
DATE:

Nov. 3, 1993

TOTAL NO. OF PAGES (including this page)

3

Dear Dr. Ferder

You are a real gem for calling me last night. I
appreciate so much your help. We will bein touch.
Our retreat house was aaved completely. Theground was
charcoal in all directions; some homes were ia~e~ and
Serra Retreat standsglorious and triumphant amidst the
barrentvalley. I hope we can help the poor.
Attached please find a letter to Father Mario which
places before him an important decision. I hope That
you can discuss This with him.
Thank you. Sincerely
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

lsoo 34th Avenue ~ Carffomia94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (51.0)536-3970

Rev. Mario Cimarrusti, OFM
Old Mission San Higuel
Box 89, San Miguel California 93451
C/O:

Therapy and Renewal Center
Fran Ferder

November .3, 1993

Dear Mario
Peace. I hope your t~stingis goingwell.
that it is a very ner~e~rahkingexperience.
be assured of my prayers and support..

I know
Please

I want to write to you while you are with Dr. Ferder
about a very important issue, but one which.I know
can be difficult.
As you know, your name"has been mentioned in the public
forum in Santa Barbara. This has been done in several
ways: one or possibly two students have all~ged and named
the activity at public meetings; one student sent out
a partial newsletter informing others of his experience;
your name appea.red in the santa Barbara New Press, both
initially, and as recently as last week. TheB0ard of
Inquriy, since your name had already been mentioned and
to avoid any further inneundo and rogue letter writing,
mentioned your name in their cover ~etter.

I know that this has been terribly embarra&sing, and
certainly in many ways unjust to you. It hasgrieved me,
but we cannot change or control what others d0; We can
only hope to resp6nd in the be~t way possible.
Now, we are getting ready to release a joint final report.
In g~neral, names of victims and friars will not ~e mentioned.
The advice I am receivingindic~±es that it may be good
to mention the names of those friars.whose name isalready
in the.public forum. What would we say?

Well, I think we would indica±e for yourself ~hat. you
have been removed from active ministry, that you have
cooperated with evaluation procgdures~ and that we are
following the recommended courses of action (treatment,
Therapy, etc.) It would seem to be the most appropriate

Camar~usti, Ferder, 2
response given the circumstances. If we sa~nothing
or do .not use your~name, then the rumors wily continue,
probably fear will arouse me~e strident accusations
.in order to @emand to know ~what was done, and your
name.will be spread around by word of mouth more
maliciously.
It is a sad seene,kbut I think if we ~and in our
integrity, admit tat we ame havingtreatment, and note
that we a~e taking appmopriate Steps to address the
issue~ then at least we give witnessin the best possibSe
way to the Christian people. Even within the fraternity
%his can be helpful to other brothers.
There is a ehance~ I must say, no matter what course we
take, that this story will ~e covered nationally. But I
also want you t6~know that the story, goes well beyond
yourself; it involves eleven friars, only some of whose
names are in the public forum. There is not much we can
do. I will be asking Father Robert Van Handel also
if we can use his name publicly. For most others, it is
a strictly internal affair.
In releasing your name, I do not think you admit to all
the specific allegations. T~ sort those out, we would
need a juridicalprocess of some detail, one which would
put everyone through a ringem. It is to avoid that and to
try to make for peace that we are tryi9g a pastoral approach.
Ynu do certainly admit to a problem in this area--but
you also say that you aredoing your best to address it
well. And I think you are.
So at this point, based on the recommendations I have
reeeived~and having thought the matter through~ I
would like to ask you if you would grant written permission
rod the release of your name as one of the accused friars
in the public report. This, I think, will serve in the
best way~ given the circumstances, to show your aeknowledgment~
desire and willingness to ~ddress a difficult ar~a, ~ou~
integrity, demonstrate good aciion on behalf of the fraternity,
afld show Our good faith with. the people,

! ~hink .it best to,talk this overwithin the context of
the therapeutic pmocess.
-God bless you Mario. Fraternally and with affection

P.S. Mario, may I suggest you speak-*ith~ who
will be at San Miguel Wednesday night 805-467-3256) and
then at St. Elizabeth’s. (510-536-3722) Thursday and Friday.
I know you are good-freinds; and I would like to be as
Perhaps as friends ynu can talk it over.
supportive as possible.

EUGENE A. MERLIN, M.A.
MA~.A,.L4GE, FAMILY & CHILD COUI~,.~.ELOR
LIC. MFC 17475
1727 MARTIN L~R KING, JR. WAY, SUITE-212
OAKLAND, CA 94612
(510) 835-5131

July 22, 1993

ranclscan iars
Province of Santa Barbara
1500 - 34th Avenue
Oakland, Cal~fornia 94601
Dear
I am writing you about, several things:
1.) Enclosed is a copy of my letter to Dr. Valcour at
St. Luke’s;
2.) Enclosed is a copy of a recent article by Patrick
Carnes of sexual addiction fame; I thought you might
be interested;
3.) Enclosed is a copy of the letter by Rev. Warren J.
Rouse,. OFM, from Human Development; itis a baldfaced example of what drives lay folks and the
greater community of SAS nuts: in addition to some
.posturing about his first point (and a complete
ignorance of what import "legal sanctions" have on
non-religious offenders), his second point is what
many people believe to be the "typical" clerical
and/or institutional reaction: not word one about
the horror of What was done to victims, but a
patronizing lecture on false allegations, "witch
hunts," "due process," prudence, confidentiality,
etc.; I expected it, but was surprised nonetheless;
4.) I read both evaluations
(on Mario C. and
them are:

t me by Dr. Clayman-Cook
the main problems with

I. Dr. C-C was not in .possession of
anywhere near enough information
about~Mario C. to do an evaluation;
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II. even if he.were, it is quite clear
from the internal evidence of the
letter that he is not experienced in
evaluating or treating sex offenders;
I can go through this evidence with
you if you wish;
Based on the above two points, I am suggesting an
evaluation at TARA (or if you do not want to use
them, I’d probably suggest:
Larry Corrigan, MFCC, LCSW
8340 Claremont Mesa Blvd~, # 101
San Diego, CA 92111
(619)565-8303

I’d still vote for TARA, since they know the
issues, however.
I have not yet hadthe chance to phone about the two
psychologists whose resumes you showed me last week. You’ll
hear from me when and if I get any information abou~ them.
Sincerely,

Eugene A. Merlin
Enclosures :
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 84th Avenue Oakland Cal’domia 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (5’t0}536-3970 "

Rev. Mario Cimarrusti, OFM
Old Mission San Miguel
Box 69
San Miguel
California 93451

July 7, 1993
Dear Mario

Peace,
Thank you very much for your letter~ in which you
request to celebrate, two masses on special occasions.
I very much appreciate your respectful submission
of these issues.
I would like to be able to answer affirmatively,
but I think that unitl we pass through the situation
in Santa Barbara, it is best that no ministry be
exercised.
I know that this is very difficult for you ±o accept;
it is a decision I know that I must make at this time.
I hope to be able to give you more information about
The Santa Barbara situation in thenear future, as I
will be meeting with the Board of ~nquiry in mid-July.

You do have my prayers, and I want to be assupportive as
possible.
May God bless your Mario.
Fraternally

Provincial Minister
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March 20, 1993

Franciscan Friars
1500 34th Aven~e
Oakland, CA 94601
Dear Father ~
Thank you for your letter and the funds which I received today. I
took notice of Saint Joseph~s day and kept you in my prayers on
Friday. My mo.ther asked me to convey to you her thanks for your
concern for our family and for you~ hard work. You certainly have my
thanks and prayers as you continue in dealing with ibis matter.
Have a happy Easter! -

OFMCIMMI
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Saint Lul Institute
April 16, 1993

Eugene A. Merlin,. M.A., M.~.C.C.
1727 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way, Suite 212
Oakland, California 94612

Dear Dr. Merlin:
It has come to.my,attention that in your capacity as a
member of the Independent Board of Inquiry you would like
information regarding our treatment of priests and religious with
sexual behavior problems. Enclosed is a’brief description of 5he
Saint Luke Institute which I prepared for a recBnt conference in
which we participated. I would be happy to discuss our programs
with you. Please fee free to write or call.
Sincerely,

Frank Valcour, M.D.
Medical .Director and
Vice President for Medical Affairs

Enclosure

FV/bt
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Affi.liated with the Daughters of Charity, National Health System

Saint

Institute
April 16, 1993

Eugene A. Merlin,. M.A., M.F.C.C.
1727 Martin Luther King, Jr.. Way, Suite 212
Oakland, California 94612
Dear Dr. Merlin:

It has come ~o my attention that in your capacity as a
member~of the Independent Board of Inquiry you would like
information regarding our treatment of priests and religious with
sexual behavior problems. Enclosed is abrief description of the
Saint Luke Institute which I prepared for a recent conference in
which we participated.- I would be happy ~o discuss our programs
with you. Please fee free to write or call.
Sincerely,

Frank Valcour, M.D.
Medical Director and
Vice President for Medical Affairs

Enclosure

FV/bt
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FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA
1500 34TH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94601

SANWA BANK CALIFORNIA
TEMESCAL OFFICE
BRANCH. #011
4900 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94609
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TWO SIGNATURES REQUIRED OVER $3,000-00
.?-
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FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA
1500 34TH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94601

ORDER OF

SANWA BANK CALIFORNIA
TEMESCAL OFFICE
BRANCH #011
4900 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
OAKLAND. CA 94609
11-4011210 - 011

2i34e i0
¯ 3/19/93
***.11,700.00

Eleven thousand, seven hundred and ****00"************************************************

DOLLARS ,

UIREn OVER $3,000.00
;7;

MEMO.,,

OUR LADY OF SORROWS
5221 S. Eo KNIGHT
PORTI~NDo OREGON 97206

February 24, 1993

The occasion of this letter was the news of allegations involving
Mario C. 1%ras at S.~. for two years in the late sixties with Mario.
At the time he was infirmarian and also taught a class involving sex
education to the seminarians (ala Fr. Juniper in theology). I found
Mario to be very open and his. approach filled with euthrophilia (sp.?).
His humor and openness :.:~..l.’.,~.:.~:~:,..:~..x...~..f......!..ect a rmanner that would indicate
any sexual deviance. ~might be a good source. ) Possibly
it was inappropriate f~i~-~~itered seminarians" and open to mlsunderstanding. However, I believe Mario’s motives (as evidenced by his
conversation and demeanor) were for the best intentions and education
of the seminarians. From my own experience and a~sociation with Marlo,
I do not believe the allegations,

This letZer .may be of no consequence, and my sympathy and prayers
are with all~ Nonetheless, I wish to express my support and trust of
Mario in this matter. Best wishes.
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Bates Nos. 292 was ordered removed by the trial court.

REDACTED
¯ Report to
Min. Prov.
Regarding initial interview with Mario Cimmarusti, OFM
August 28, 1990 atDelano by Sal
Salvador was informed by a woman of the parish that certain
rumors were going arohnd cpnneched with migrant farmworker~
(adult maids -- over 21 yeare of age) who ate and, at times,
showered at the Franciscan house.
People.interviewed: ~Elva H., Sister
Tom Hernandez~ Pedro U., and Ma~io C.
, interviewed~in Fresno. According
the parishioners w~re upset that Marlo spent so much time
feeding the men. They felt that be’neglected them and did.
not attend their parish meetings because he was so busy
taking care of the migrants. He heard nothing of the "shower
issue".or any kind of sexual Overtones.
"

2.~interviewed Elva M. who brought the ~ssue to his
attention in the first place. She overheard the men while
eating commenting on the fact of the showers in the house.
She also claimed that members of the youth club would hear
the migrants joke about the showers while they were working
the fields.

Elva mentioned that p~rhaps~ at times, Mario may have been
checking the men ~or VD.
3. Sal interviewed Sister’
Sister
had heard
stories of. showers from the youth’o~ the parish and 2 men
actually came to her and stated that Mario had dried them
off. (One, while he was being dried off, heard a click -"like a camera".~, but saw nothing.) This aparently gaFe
rise to the "picture taking ~umor".
and Elva asked ~ario if he had taken pictures and
he denied it.

4. Sal interviewed Tom Hernandez, an active parishioner. Tom
H. stated that there were stories going around, apparently
all hear-say, it was hard to say just how wide spread.

5. Pedro 0., interviewed by Sal’, stated that he had heard
the stories (from a handful of people) and he was not aware
of any wrong doing on the part of Marlo.
OFMCIMM1
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andS. interviewed Mario C. on the 28th. Very
pointed questions were asked about the showering and the
picture-taking rumor. Mario stated that showers were taken
but denied any.type of wrong doing. He also stated that he
did not practice medicine there. (He did admit that he
performed some "over-the-counter" remedies.)

We told him there must be no more showers in the house.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION{
Those interviewed expressed that they were sure the men were
n~t minors but adults over 21.
The stories seemed to have arisen from. joking remarks made
by some of the men who ate at the house.
Elva and thesister have stated that they will inform Sal
should anything new occur or should there be any showers in
the house.

As far as can be determined the sexual information seems to
be hear-say.
"
We recommendthat the Prov{ncial write (or glve~and
or someone else permission to write) Mario and state
that because of the gossip:
I. No more showers should be given in the house nor
in the hall. NO SHOWERS AT ALL.
~
2. Lay people should be trained to work with Mario
and eventdally take over the feeding of the poor -- iD the
hall.

3. There can be. no practice of medicine whatsoever -not even over-the-count~r remedies,
Most of the" information was gathered by Bn Delano.

OFM CIMM 1
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Bates Nos. 295-296 were ordered removed by the trial court.
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November 9, 1992
Dad. S. John Lateran
Very Reverend
Franciscan Province of Saint Barbara
1500 24th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601-3091
~ .......

Dear Father

I hono~ the memory of Father
and I thahk you for your
kindwords when he died. Your generosity of spirit to the alumni
of Saint Anthony’s Seminary is also appreciated.
My purpose in writing to you now ~s, unfortunately, to
confront a very old ~nd painful ~ssue to all concerned; the
sexual and physical abuse of seminarians of Saint Anthony’s
Seminary by Francis~ans. I did not feel that I could discuss
this matter w~th Father F~nbar.
I allege that Father MarCo Cimmarusti did commit the
following acts from September of 1966 Zo June of 1968:
i. Handle my genitalia upon many occasions for the purpose
of "medical examinations". Father Mario held no medical degrees
or ]~censes at the time.
2. Order my entire class to strip down to underwear and
proueed to the Engl~sh classroom to take a’Sacred Doctr2ne
examination dealing with sex education. The entire class was
being punished for cheating that was carried out by a minority of
the class during a Spanish quarter examination. I d~d not cheat.
3. Handle the genitalia o~ at lease one other member of my
class for "medical purposes". I am a witness and I know the name
of ths student.
4. Apply corporal punishment to the buttocks of at least one
member of my class until the entire five-finger impression of
Father Mario’s hand could be seen ~n the black and blue of
internal bleeding on his buttocks. ! am ~n constant contact with
this alleged victim whose allegations may also ~nclude a canon
law vio].atlon.
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In 1982, I spent one. calendar year in therapy under the care
of a California licensed clinical psychologist. The allegat~ons
listed above are.the results of that therapy. The therapist’s
official log and diagnosis are, of course, available for review
by civil and ecclesial courts of law.
My wife and I visited Father
when he was the
Provincial to discuss.these matters. He told us that Father
Mario had committed similar acts against people in Guaymas0
Sonora, Mexico, whi]e he was in charge of a medical dispensary.
Only action by the Province prevented ~ather Mario’s prosecution
by Mexican authorities.
"~ .... ~-~ ~
Father
then assured us that Father Mario had been
placed upon permanent disciplinary assignment and that he would
never again be placed ~n a position where he could sexually abuse
other people.
We visited Father Mario where he had been "buried" in
Stockton, California. We entered the Friary of Saint Mary of the
Assumption and confronted Father Mario with what has been alleged
earlier. He hurled arqumenta a_~_d hominem at me and ordered us to
leave the friary.
We let the issue drop.

During the past ten years. I had the extreme misfortune of
having a pastor convicted of sexual abuse with minors wh~le I was
a member of the parish council. What we d~soovered was that this
priest had been moved from parish to parish because he WaS a
"problem" to the various diocesan authorities. The court finally
discovered a long and lurid history of sexual abuse that wound
~ts way from San Diego to Santa Rosa over a period of over a
decade. Alter boys were abused and clients in personal
counseling were abused. The exact details are disgusting.
All of thepeople who kept silence when they knew about this
man’s acts only helped to perpetuate a serious evil upon ~nnocent
people. What I would like to know, Father Joseph, ~s whether
Father
told you about Father Mario when you succeeded h~m
as Provinc~al?
We £elt particularly betrayed by the Franciscan hierarchy
when we learned that Father Mario had been assigned as pastor of
a parish in D61ano, ~ern County, California. The assignment is
clearly wrong.
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We have recently learned of the legal actions now pending
against friars of th~s Prov~nce, Fathers van Handle and Wolf.
Although of greater antiquity, my sufferings at the hands of
Father Mario are no less powerful today. My suffering is not the
major concern: it is getting Father Mario o.ut of a position where
De can commit sexual assault upon others. This is the moral
imperative that requires me to act.
You are the Provincial Minister: you have a grave moral
responsibility. We want no more failure to take action, Sexual
offenders do not become cured: they go into remisslon, but they
strike again. Your duty.regarding Father Mario is clear.
Our fervent hope is that you will take a proactive approach
and help us. We want to meet with you. We will come to Oakland
or you may meet with us here.
My mother is especially distressed to hear of these
allegations against Fathers Mario, van Handle and Wolf. You will
be hearing from her soon. Above all, a serious bond of parental
trust has been broken. Do not be alarmed about anything I can do
to make things difficult~ be concerned about what to say to my
mother.
~There is astory told about Francis when be was seeking
approval for his friars as an Order in the Church. Pope Innocent
dJsmissed Francis from the court because, unlike everyone else in
the room, Francis was not operating from a position of "power".
The night after Francis was dismissed from the papal court, the
pontiff had a dream. In this dream the Cathedral Church of Saint
John Lateran was seen to be leaning and falling down. The pope
swiftly approved the creation of the Order of Friars Minor.
Loose plaster and faliing bricks are the least of our
worries,
; what really tears down our Church is
moral degradation from within. Today is the feast of the
Dedication of the Cathedral Church of Saint John Lateran. We
just wanted you to know.

Sincerely yours,,

REDACTED
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Pursuant to an Agreement with the Province of Saint Barbara,
making the following comments to you, Father Marie.

am

AREA DINe FROM THE FIRST LETTER OF JOHN
Whoever does not..iove is still under the power of death. Whoever
hates his brother is a murderer, and you know that a murderer does not
have eternal life in him. This is how we know what love is: Christ
gave his life for us, We too, then’, ought to give our lives for our"
brothersJ If a rich person sees his brother in need, yet dloses his
heart against his brother, how can he claim that he loves God? My
children, our love should not be just words, and talk; it must be true
love, which shows itself in action.

My purpose in speaking to you is to give you a summary of how your
actions against me have impacted mY life and the lives of those who
are closest to me.
The most t~uthful point I can make is that your invasion of my
physical body and other acts causing public degradation and
humiliation destroyed my self-esteem. If you destroy a person’s
self-esteem, you steal what God has given that person in order to grow
and have health and life as a child of God.
I am a baptized Christian; I am a part of Christ. When I entered
Saint Anthony’s Seminary, nothing in the advertising that helped bring
~e there prepared me for my experiences at your hands.

IS A BOY, BUT

IS AN ASS."

You wrote on the blackboard that morning in English Class. You would
not have stood in an English classroom at Santa Barbara High School or
Bishop Garcia Diego High School and gotten away with that kind of
behaviour. You did not treat me as a member of Christ.
I want you to know that it was
who was the leader of
the cheating on the Spanish exam. That was the provocation that
Tequired all of us, guilty or not, to strip down to our underwear to
suffer ridicule and humiliation. I am going to re-write your sentence:
CHEATED, BUT

REDACTED

WAS HONEST".
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Then there was corporal punishment. You beat
___ and
others until the outline of. your hand could be seen on their buttocks.
~ saw their bodies and could only feel for their physical and mental
pain. I could do nothing for it was "dog-eat-dog" and"every man for
himself" at Saint Anthony’s Seminary.
What did Ron do to merit such a punishment? He said a few words during
a silence period.

We’were all mentally brutalized by Your beatings because we feared
that we were only a "report" away from the same treatment.
Then there were the "medical examinations". You putting your hands
on my sexual organs against my will. Having to expose myself before
you fearing ~our power over me all the time.
"You were arrogantt"
¯ , you said at me at S~int Mary’s, in Stockton,
that night in 1982. Yes, Father, I was arrogant; arrogant enough to
see that one does not train clergy by violatihg the Gospel of Christ.
You would do well to learn a lesson from people who train horses. You
used to say that we seminarians were the "cream of the crop". A young,
untrained horse has spirit. He must be "broken in~’, not destroyed in
spirit. Just as you can ruin a good horse’s spirit, so can you break
down a good man. "Go easy on your children", says Saint Paul, "lest
they loose-heart".
I graduated from the Seminary and went on to graduate from a
college and a university. I went to work and got married. The problems
you set me up for were only just beginning.
My loss of self-esteem at your hands caused the following
problems:
1. Sexual problems during the first year of my marriage.
2.

A feeling that children should not be born because they
only come into the world to be abused.

3. Difficulty in looking at my unclothed body; this problem
remains to this day.
4.

Suffering a seizure on the evening of my thirtieth
birthday. Extensive medical testing over time has shown no
organically-based cause for the event. I have endured
humiliating hearings before the Department of Motor
Vehicles and must take medication for the rest of my life.

Blaming my parents for allowing me to go to the Seminary,
thereby making it impossibl.e for me to really be the~e for my
father as he was dying.
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Unending conflict with the Church leading to my leaving of
the Church of Rome for eight years. I have returned, but
cannot trust .the clergy. I will have to struggle with this
problem for the rest of mt life.
7. Alienation from the Franciscans.

Conflict with employers leading to short terms of
employment, and under-employment.
chronic depression suggesting the possibility of suicide.

I did no~ deserve to be abused. I stand as a witness to the abuse
and tell you that it will not be tolerated. For too long now, friars
have been abusing children, lying to-and slandering the victims, and
covering up their knowledge of the abuse. We are sending a message to
the Church hierarchy: sexual and physical assault by cl~rgy upon
children will bring definitive action.
What you did has very little to do with.sex at all; it has
everything to do with power and control. As priest, Director of the
Infirmary, and Prefect of Discipline you had absolute power over us.
You even selected the most vulnerable of us to be your victims.
Life goes on and "what goes around, comes around". This is not the
Officd of the Prefect of Discipline. This is not Saint Mary’s friary.
What you are seeing now is years of trying to bring you to justice. I
thank God that I have been able to persevere.
You are going to be experiencing some changes in your life very
soon. Your duties will be limited so that you cannot have access to
minors. Every friar and staff member in any place you are assigned
will be eotified of your proclivities and histpry. You will, under
Holy Obedience, conform your life to the orders of your superiors and
to their spiritual direction.
I sincerely urge you to be faithful in your obedience to your
superiors. Pedophilia has a compulsive nature; avoid placing yourself
and others in danger. If you are successful, you will be able to avoid
prison sentences and litigation against you.
I do not know why you entered the Franciscan priesthood. You have
always been a mystery man to me. There always seemed to be an air of
an undefined darkness about you.
I am sorry for you because you are a soul in trouble. Whether you
believe me or not is unimportant; you must live with yourself.
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March 16, 1993

~ranclscan Friars
1500 34th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601
Dear

Please find the enclosed copy of the AEreement which I have
~igned.

We really enjoyed your visit. We were able to say important things
to each other. I have been able to show my concern for.the friars in
this Province just as you have shown so much concern for me and my
family. With a few honest words, the path to reconciliation is
assured.
Thank you for supporting me in passing my statement on to Father
Mario’s therapist. He may yet benefit from our efforts.
It would be enjoyable to visit with you and talk of much easier
topics. I hope we take advantage of opportunities as they arise. ~
will be receiving his first communion on April 3rd. We are excited and
will have a party for him. There is an easy topic!
We want to wish you a happy Easter.

Peace and Good,

OFMCIMMI
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Province of St.. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS
Rev, Mario Oim’na.r,nmti~ OFM
~0].5 Clinton St.
Delano, California 93215
July 8, 1992

Peace

First, I would like to thank you very much for ccming up to
Oakland to see me, and also fo~ you~openness and ~bv[ous
thc~2u~Iness of me. I sincerely appreciate it; and hope that
I might always be suppoz~ive of you. I know. the past month
has been very difficult, fo~ ym, .t~t please be assured
of my c~niinued support and prayers.

. Yesterday, in ordem to respect you~ cc~identia!ity and expressed

¯ wishes, I m~t ~th a t.eam of_~.~seve~M~, f~iars ~ho had ~dy been

aware of the .~ituatlon. ~, Warren, ~ and myself. This
~s in accordance with +the prov/nce handbook, and we ~ keep the

information to. oursilves. Out of this meeting, and afte~ discuss’.~g

- the need fo~ a change at Delano with the definitorium, I have
decided the fo~:

" I) I want to say very cleamly how m~ch you mean~to the ~aternity,
bo+~ ~o me persona~y and to so many of the f~ia~s. You a~e a
good fTia? and an exce]lent mirdstemlpastor, I have hei3md outstanding ~%ings about you~ ~ in Delano. iT here is no question
in my mindabout any of this, and ou~ ~wn conversation last week
simply confirmed my respect fo~ you.
2) I certainly..agree that at this time a change is necessary and
we need to look-towax~ a f%ll@ c~mui%y’life.and a si%~aticn ¯
the
-~c~h~ch yOU ~eel support maZl a zv_.lative ease
need for a chang& at Delano. I have asked
Take ovem the responsibilities of pastor at Delano as of mid~
August (6~gust lSth or so, as ~ed). This will cemtainly ~ve
you and the parish time for a smooth teansition.
¯ 3) Before consid~i~ final placement for yourself (as you know,
we discussed San Miguel because of the ccmnunity situation and
the ministerial needs, in which you would be most Valuable), I
would like you To take This oppor~-unity to have a psychological
evaluation, out of which we will receive some reccmm,~ndat~on as to
a future course of action. I ~%glne this will in~51~e cc~m~mity
life, spimitual direction, active ministry, sume ~continued counse~

]4~io ~ 2
group ’work~, I ~ve asked ~ in conjunction with
Father Warren ±o help with the arrangements for the evaluation.
Futur~ placement~ is contingent up6n,,this and, Some active program
of aftercare. The evalu~tio~ Shou~ occur as so~n as possiSle.
~) . Upon receive, g the evaluation, then you and I can discuss
Th~ best placement possible.
I ~ow that this course of action involves s~me difficulty for
you, Mario. And l am sorry that i~ must be this waY. On the "
other hand, Iwant to offe~ you encouragement and as much support
as possible, I see this as a real op~rtunity fore all of us; and
I .am very desirous that we set up the besZ possible situa~on
fo~ future co~’ty life and ministry. My own .expe~ence and
difficulties tell me that to deal ~reatively with these-Tensions
of life, all of us need the support of others; the more we place
it in the context of brothers who crate, the more easily we can
turn what is difficult into a life-gi ",v~n~ experience. I am
only g~ateful that you have not ~us~t b~others who eaz~, but
brothe~s who love you. I see and know this fop myself.
I.am asking~ to delive~ this letter;
continue /o be a supporT, to you. I wish
do this myself, and I ccme to you now
I know he can be a more. constant help and

I know that he can
I would be able to
t~gh him s ~ly because
"companion.~

God bless you, P~o.
Fraternally
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¯ Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland Carrfomia 94601

(510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

Confidential
Memorandum of Understanding

This memorandum of understanding is between the Roman Catholic Bishop of
Monterey, California, a Corporation Sole, hereafter referred to as the Diocese of
Monterey and the Tranciscans (O.F.M.), dated the 15th day of September, 1992,
and sets forth the agreement between the above-named parties, for the ministerial
services to be rendered by Rev. Mario Cimmarrusti, as follows:

A. The Diocese of Monterey agrees to the placement of Rev. Mario
Cimmarrusfi to San Miguel Mission for one year, and the placement can be
renewed annually with the agreement of both parties.
B. The Diocese of Monterey will not provide RETA health care bene.fits..The
San Miguel Mission parish will pay two hundred and fifty dollars ($250.00) per
month to the Frandscans (O.F.M.) towards the Rev.~Mario Cimmarrusti’s health

C. The Franciscans (O.F.M.) agree to IND~ AND HOLD HARMLESS
the Diocese of Monterey from any and all damages up to a maximum of one
million dollars ($1,000,000.00), which the Diocese of Monterey may incur, arising
out of the personal conduct of Rev. Mario Cimmaz’rusti, which is beyond the
course and scope of his duties as a Religious. The Frandscans agree to provide
the Diocese of Monterey with evidence of liability Lnsurance coverage o~ not less
than one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) per occurrence. Such insurance shall
name the Dioces~ of Monterey as an additional insured and shall be primary to
any insurance provided by the Diocese of Monterey.
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Province of St, Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

150034thAvenueOaJdand California94601 (510}536-37~ Fax(S10)5,36:3,970

D. The Frandscaas communi~ will providefor the counseling, program of
P~.v. Mario Cimmarrus~i, as well as providing a mentor.

Dated:

ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF MONTEREY
CALIFORNIA, A CORPORATION SOLE

Most Rev. Sylvester D. Ryan, D.D.
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THIS CF.RTIPIC~TE IS ISSUED AS ~..~11 I~ OF INFORMATION ’ONLY AND
CONFERS NO RIGHT~ UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. ~rHIS CERTIFICATE

Heffernan-Petersen
Insurance Brokers
P~O. Box. 5608
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

DOES NOT AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE
POU~ES BELOW.
COMPANIES AFFOFIDING COVERAGI=.

COMPA~
A Aetna Life & Casualty
LETTER
~oMPAm’m
Dimock & Associates
LETTER --

California

Franciscan Friars of

¯~omPXm’ p+ C~lla,her Heffernan

1500 34th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601

~MPA~ ~
L~ER -COM PAk,*%’
LETTER

11-~S IS TO cERnFY’ ~T THI= POLICIES O~ INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ~ TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE ~FOR THI= POIJCY PERIOD
O~ OTHER.DOCUMENT
moLc+,’r~, l,,,omml.m’m+,,,.,~ ~-l~ummmmT.. Tram ¢m ¢x:momm ¢+. ~t~ COmT~Cr

WITH
RI~SPECT tO WHICH mS
CERTIRCAT~ MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POUCtES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT’ TO ALL THE TERMS,
~XCLUSIONS AND COND[FIONS OF SUCH POUQES. LIk.T~ SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
POU G’Y EFFECTIVE ~OLICY EXP~BAT~ON
OA~E(M M/DD/YY}
DATE[M MID
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LIMIT~
GENERAL AGGREGATE
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::~.~’:::e:~!:~-~:i~.~.$!
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DISEASE-POLICY
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..

~RT~I~TE HO~ER IS ~BY N~D ADDITIO~ INS~ED AS ~SPECTS
~CISC~ FRIES LOCATED IN DIOCESE. " SUCH INS~CE IS TO BE PRIVY
~ NOT CO’RIBbING WITH ~ O~ INS~CE.
.
~+" ~’~b~::~. ":~ ~:~: ~ :. ...
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P̄rovincial Minlstem
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Bates Nos. 314 was removed by the Plaintiffs at the request of the Franciscans.

CONFIDENTIAL

8.eptember. ,!992

Mado.Cimmarusti

Mario will begin moving his things to San Miguel, He left Delano with no scandal.
He may not engage in any ministry at San Miguel until faculties have been
obtained from the Bishop of Monterey..
Mafio will work out arrangements for beginning his treatment with a doctor in LA.
He also understands that his ministry in SanMiguel will be done under restrictions
placed on him by the Provincial as recommended t~y the therapist.
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

lsoo 34th Avenue Oakland California94601 (510)536-3722 Fax{510)536-3970

~ 15, 1993

Thank you for the meeting last week. I very much appreciated, the
opportunity to come to your home, meet you~ son, and discuss the
whole situation, Enclosed please find a copy of what we had
agreed upon, as I understand it. If this is fine, just sign both
copies and return one to me; upon receipt of this, then I will
follow thro~%~h on the ~ement.

I am sorry, once again, fop all the sorrow for you and.your family
fop so long, and I am glad at least we can bring this stage to a
completion. I do look fo~a_~d to future contact wi~ you of a
different kind and substance. I say this fop many l~easons~ but one
surely is that I have come to admire you and the way you have
deal with a terrible hurt. Your faith and the
chosen to
suppor~
comes through very clearly, and-this is an example
to me. May God bless you.

I do wish blessings upon your son
i as he comes, to make his
~m in a specia! way because
first communion. Oum. Lord will
¯of the faith and strong character of his ~p~ents. I will r~member
him especially as this day approaches.

I will do my best to see that this is adequately dealt with by
Marioo
]-]ave a joyous Easter.
¯ Sincerely in Christ and P~ancis

Provincial Minister
PS.

Please return one of The signed copies to me. Th-~kyou.
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AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PROVINCE OF SAINT BARBARA AN~
~ WITH RESPECT TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERS:
The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to limit the stationing of Reverend
Mario Cimmarrusti, OFM, to prevent his access to minors.
of Saint Barbara agrees to provide compensation to~:
past and future therapeutic intervention according .to the
following specifications:
Three-thousand-five hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for completed
therapy sessions with Joseph B. Simons, Ph.D., Santa Rosa,
California. The total sum is to be paid at one time, subsequent
to the execution of this agreement.
Bo

A mutually agreed upon amount of funding for future
therapeutic intervention. This funding is to be provided
according to the following plan, subsequent to the execution
of this agreement:

A lump sum to provide for one therapy session per week
for three years at seventy-five dollars ($75.00) per session.
Should further therapy be required, funding is provided for
one therapy session per week at seventy-five dollars
($75.00) per session-for a maximum of two years. This
funding is provided on an "as needed" basis rather than in
a lump sum, upon the exhaustion of the funds provided in
Ill.

the right to select any licensed

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to
Cimmarrusti, OFM, the written comments
have been delivered to the

these

releases and discharges the Province of
Saint Barbara from all and any claims or damages, known or unknown,
past, present O.r._f.u..t_u._r...e ...r_e:...lating to any sexual abuse or impropriety
inflicted upon~ilor others by the Reverend Mario
Cimmarrusti, OFM, or others.

Dated:
Dated:
Province of Saint Barbara
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PRowNc . S NT BA A A
~WITH RESPECT TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERS:
The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to limit the stationing of Reverend
Mario Cimmarrusti, OFM, to prevent his access to minors.

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to provide compensation t~i~~"
~for past and future therapeutic intervention accordinK~o the "
fol!owing specifications:
Three-thousand-five hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for completed
therapy sessions with Joseph B. Simons, Ph.D., Santa Rosa,
California. The total sum is to be paid at one time, subsequent
to the execution of this agreement.
Bo

A mutually agreed upon amount of funding for future
therapeutic intervention. This funding is to be provided
according to the following plan, subsequent to the execution
of this agreement:
i.

A lump sum to provide for one therapy session per week
for three years at seventy-five dollars ($75.00) per session.
ii.
Should further therapy be required, funding is provided for
one therapy session per week at seventy-five dollars
($75.00) per session for a maximum of two years. This
funding is provided on an "as needed’-’ basis rather than in
a lump sum, upon the exhaustion of the funds provided in
B (i).
iii. ~~~[i~etrains the right to select any licensed
therapist.

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to
Cimmarrusti, OFM, the written comments of
have been delivered to the
o

these

~’":":~ll!~iiher,eby releases and discharges the Province of
Saint Barbara from all and any claims or damages, known or unknown,
past, present o~.r..,.e.!ating to any sexual abuse or impropriety
inflicted upon~ or others by the Reverend Mario
Cimmarrusti, ~~6~Ners.

Dated:
Dated:

Province of Saint Barbara
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AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PROVINCE OF SAINT BARBARA AND
RFSPECT TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERS:
The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to limit the stationing of Reverend
Mario Cimmarrusti,.OFM, to prevent his access to minors.
~..:::~.....P....fo.v.’..m... ce of Saint Barbara agrees to provide compensation
iiii~i~for past and future therapeutic intervention according to the
"~gspecifications:
"
"

Three-thousand-five hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for completed
therapy sessions with Joseph B. Simons, Ph.D., Santa Rosa,
California. The total sum is to be paid at one time, subsequent
to the execution of this agreement.
Bo

A mutually agreed upon amount of funding for future
therapeutic intervention. This funding is to be provided
according to the following, plan, subsequent to the execution
of this agreement:
A lump sum to provide for one therapy session per week
for three years at seventy-five dollars ($75.00) per session.
Should further therapy be required, funding is provided for
one therapy session per.week at seventy-five dollars
($75.00) per session for a maximum of two years. This
funding is provided on an "as needed" basis rather than in
a lump sum, upon the exhaustion of the funds provided in

iii.

the right to select any licensed
therapist.

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to deliver to Reverend Mario
Cimmarrusti, OFM, the written comments of
as these
have been delivered to the Reverend
hereby releases and discharges the Province of
~m all and any claims or damages, known or unknown,
past, present o.rfuture relating to any sexual abuse or impropriety
inflicted upon ~or others by the Reverend Mario
Cimmarrusti, ~~hrs.

Dated:
Dated:
Province of Saint Barbara
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AN AGREE ENT BETWEEN-THE PROVINCE OF SAINT BARBARX AND
WITH RESPECT TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERSI
1.

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees tO limit the stationing
of Reverend Mario Cimmarusti, O.F.M., to prevent his access, to
minors.

2.

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to provide compensation
to~ifor past and future therapeutic
intervention according to the following specifications:

A. Three-thousand-five-hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for
completed therapy sessions with Joseph B. Simons, Ph.D.,
Santa Rosa, California. The total sum is to be paid at one
time, subsequent to the execution of this agreement.

B. A mutually agreed upon amount of funding for future
theraputic intervention. This funding is to be provided
according to the following plan, subsequent to the execution.of
this agreement:
i.
ii.

A lump sum to provide for one therapy session per week for
three years at seventy-five dollars ($75.00) per session.
Should further therapy be required, funding is provided for
one therapy session per-week at seventy-five dollars
($75.00) per session for a maximum of two years. This
funding is provided on an "as needed" basis rather than in
a lump sum, upon the exhaustion of the funds provided in B

iii.
3.

retains the right to select any licensed

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to
Mario
Cimmarusti, O.F.M., available to
for future
communications, either in person or through other media. The
regulation of, format for
on of these communications ar~
to be specified by
who reserves the right to be
accompanied by a t]
pls
vocate of his choice. Reverend Mario
Cimmarusti; O.F.M., will sign a valid instrument of release that
will allow his therapist to provide information re
the
therapy to licensed therapists appointed byi
hereby releases and discharges the Province of
Saint Barbara from all and any claims or damages,’known or-unknown,
past, present or future, relating to any sexual abuse or
impropriety inflicted upon
r others by the Reverend
Mario Cimmarustl, O.F.M., ~ ............

Dated:’

Province of Saint Barbara
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AN

1.

THE PROVINCE OF SAINT BARBARA AND
WITH RESPECT TO THE FOLLOWING MATTERS:

The Province of Saint Barbara agrees to limit the stationing
of Reverend Mario Cimmarusti, O.F.M., to prevent his access to
minors.
Barbara agrees to provide compensation
past and future therapeutic
to the following specifications:

A. Thrace-thousand-five-hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for
completed therapy sessions with Joseph B. Simons, Ph.D.~
Santa Rosa, California. The total sum is to be paid at one
time, subsequent to the execution of this agreement.
B. A mutually agreed upon amount of funding for future
theraputic intervention. This funding is to be provided
according to the following plan, subsequent to the execution of
this agreement:
i.
ii.

A lump sum to provide for one therapy session per.week for
three years at seventy-five dollars ($75.00} per session.
Should further therapy be required, funding is provided for
one therapy, session per week at seventy-five dollars
($75.00} per session for a maximum of two years. This
funding is provided on an "as needed" basis rather than in
a lump sum, upon the exhaustion of the funds provided in B

iii.

retains the right to select any licensed

3. The Province of Saint Barbara ag]
.nd Mario
Cimmarusti, O.F.M., available toi
for future
communications, either in person or
through other media. The
regulation of, format for, and location of
these communications are
to be specified by--who reserves the right to be
accompanied by a tHerapxst/advocate Of his choice. Reverend ga~io
Cimmarusti, O.F.~., will sign a valid instrument Of release that
will allow his therapist to provide information regarc the
course of therapy to licensed therapists appointed by
hereby releases and discharges the Province of
nt Barbara from all and any claims or damages, known or unknown,
past, present or future, relating to any sexual abuse or
impropriety inflicted upon~or others by the Reverend
~ario Cimmarusti, O.F.M., or others.

Dated:
Province of Saint Barbara

OFM CIMM 1
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February 21, 1993

ara
1500 34th Avenue

Oakland, CA 94601
Dear
Welcome back. I hope you had a safe and productive trip to Rome. I
am wri,ting to you with what I feel should be the final version of the
,agreement between the Province of Saint Barbara and myself. Please
disregard the document I sent to you prior to your trip. I have
enclosed two. original copies. I have also signed both copies, as I
feel sure that you will agree that this a fair and equitable
agreement..
As you will see, the only change I have made is in paragraph 3.
After a long and very productive meeting with the Board of Inquiry on
Friday, February igth, I feel that the changes made to Paragraph 3 are
appropriate. ~ay I say, that I am very impressed, with the individuals
chosen to make up the Board. They are very thorough, yet very
compassionate and caring people. It is apparent that they are working
very hard to maintain a fairness to all parties concerned in a
situation which is extremely painful to all parties. It was with their
concerns in mind that I made the changes to Paragraph 3.
During the discussion of the confrontation with Father ~ario, the
health professionals on the Board voiced their concerns about whether
Father Mario would be ready to deal with what I have to say; Since,
neither the Board nor I know how long Father ~ario has been in
therapy, nor how far he has progressed, the Board felt there wa.s a
potential for further damage to me without a very controlled and well
timed setting. As I recall, this was the same concern you had at our
first meeting in December. I agree with the Board that I am not up to
further damage as it has taken considerable time and energy to come as
far as I have.
The Board proposed becoming my advocate in determining when, if
ever, it would be appropriate for me .to communicate with Father Mario.
I trust their professional
ement.
I feel sure,
that we have reached a place in our
communications where we can both feel comfortable with the points of
the agr.eemento I look forward to hearing from you soon after your
return. " I would very much like to complete this agreement, as soon as
possible, as I feel we would both like to move on and continue the
healing this dialogue has begun.
Sincerely yours,

OFMCIMM1
0322

Bates Nos. 323 was removed by the Plaintiffs at the request of the Franciscans.

Regarding: Visit and interview in Guaymas, Sonora concerning Mario Cimmarrusti,
OFM.
Sept. 24 to 26, 1993
~ and I interviewed both Senorita Guadalupe Rodriguez and Senorita
Jesusita L.ucia Felix. Both are presently directors of the CASA FRACISCANA and
were worrcing there at the time Ft. Mario Cimmarrusti was in charge of the
dispensary. Jesusita, especially, worked very close with him. Each stated that there
were no rumors or accusations of Mario acting improperly with young boys. They
saw or heard nothing.
They did mention that them was a time when alcohol was a problem for Mario.
There was an occasion f’ffteeen years ago, when Fr. Cimmarrusti physically stopped
a man ofsome 22 years of age from stealing drugs from the dispensary. Mario was
injured in the fray..The man’s attourney insinuated that there might have been
something improper going on between Mario and the man. However, the women
stated that this was looked upon as a falsehood on the robber’s part.
On Sept. 26, ~nd I also interviewed Ft. John Peterson, OFM.
Although, he was not there when Ft. Cirnmarrusti worked in Guayrnas, John
Peter,son mentioned that he and Marty Gates, OFM spoke about Cimmarrusti’s
time ~ Gua~as. There was no mention of inaproper actions with male youth.

The re.suits of the investigation imply that altho there were some unfounded rumors
regarding improprieties with older men, there was no evidence of improper actions
vAth male minors.

OFM CIMM 1
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